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Industry Overview
Technology, over the last few decades, has changed the
way businesses operate, creating new business models
and multi-billion opportunities for service providers.
Across industries, market players are realizing digital
channels are the most effective way to ensure growth,
sustain business continuity, and transform client
experience. What is now called digital transformation
has led to increased investments in cloud
transformation, cloud migration, application and data
modernization, digital/data engineering, digital
workplace, omnichannel experience, and the increasing
use of artificial intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things
(IoT). Focus has shifted from cost containment to robust,
reliable, and business strategy-aligned operating models
designed to drive business outcomes.
Digital transformation has only accelerated since the
pandemic, led by new engagement models with clients,
their end users, and employees. In the near term, this
redefinition of the engagement models, supported by other
drivers such as hyper-automation and AI, data
modernization, and cloud adoption has increased the
clockspeed of business. This trend is likely to continue over
the medium term as its potential is still to be fully harnessed.
Clients are acknowledging the strategic role of technology
partners in driving transformation across business units.
The ability to support agility, location independence, and
resilience is becoming more important than ever. As pricing
power has shifted to technology providers, clients are
increasingly offering marginal rate increases for strategic
talent and work.
The technology talent supply is unable to keep up with the
demand. Hybrid working models and elevated near-term
attrition require a sharper focus on best-in-class employee
experience and culture to help drive up employee
engagement and retention. The talent crunch, especially in
digital, has led to cost pressures. To help address the strong
demand for the same talent pool, technology companies
are sourcing in new ways and new locations to find, hire and
train entry-level employees. Even within India, companies
are looking beyond the big cities to meet talent needs.

As HCL Technologies began its recovery from the
pandemic, adoption of a virtual first, hybrid working model
was part of the ongoing strategy to empower employees
and give them the flexibility and control, which has
positively impacted employee engagement and retention.
Many clients expect employees to work onsite at their
locations, so the workforce will flex, depending on client
expectations.
Several trends are exerting heavy influence on strategic
planning. For example, globally, the strong demand for
semiconductors has resulted in near-term supply chain
disruption, wild fluctuations in demand, and inflationary
cost pressures. Reshoring of manufacturing, driven by both
automation and supply chain challenges is reshaping
numerous industries. Ongoing geopolitical risks are likely to
trigger de-globalization. Your Company sees that some of
these trends can potentially result in opportunities for a
technology partner who has the relevant offerings at the
right place and time.
While much has changed during the fiscal year, the
fundamentals of our business remain evergreen. Clients
continue to seek technology partners who can collaborate
on a diverse set of business needs, and deliver offerings in
an agile yet predictable manner with a strong global
workforce, at an optimal cost structure. The ability to adapt
to the unexpected and to differentiate through continuous
innovation continues to be the best way to create sustainable
competitive advantage for technology firms. More
importantly, enterprises that can offer their employees
engaged, flexible, and purposeful careers will stand out in
the long term. In all these aspects, HCL continues to be a
leader in the industry. The rest of the discussion will provide
details of the various initiatives your management is
executing to retain those advantages.
As the world doubles down on addressing key sustainability
issues, the critical importance of environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) will push companies to enhance their
focus on reducing and reversing environmental impact.
Adhering to ESG standards is essential for technology firms,
as well as helping enable clients to attain their ESG goals.
Investing in ESG-related capabilities will be a vital focus for
technology firms in the near future.
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Business Strategy
Over the last five years, HCL Technologies has
successfully executed the Mode 1-2-3 strategy,
delivering one of the fastest rates of revenue growth
in the industry. After crossing the $10 billion annual
revenue milestone in FY21, your Company
increased revenue by 12.7% in constant currency this
year. The growth over the last five years was catalyzed
by Mode 2 services across key offerings, such as
digital and analytics, digital engineering, IoT solutions,
cloud-native solutions, cyber security, employee
experience, and consulting services. As a result, the
digital share of our services has gone up from 18.2%
to 34.5%. Through focused execution of this strategy,
HCL has built key differentiators and leadership in its
target market segments across the services business
– IT & Business Services, and Engineering and R&D
Services. Your Company has also created a $1+ billion
Products & Platforms business that reaches 6,800+
global clients. Over the last five years, the Company
has added a substantial number of marquee clients in
the G2000 across various revenue categories.
HCL has been recognized as one of the world’s best
employers for the second consecutive year by Forbes.
Your Company is also the #1 employer among the
professional services firms globally and amongst the Top
five multinationals headquartered in India. This follows HCL
being rated in the Global Top 30 across all industries
globally by Forbes in FY21.
Your Company executed well during the year and continues
to have great momentum, reflected in the healthy growth in
bookings and pipeline across our various businesses. HCL
continues to maintain leadership positions in most of the
recent analyst rankings and recognition across key areas
such as public cloud IT transformation, digital engineering,
and digital workplace services.
HCL is well positioned to address the large and growing
target addressable market for services and products across
all chosen geographies and verticals. The Company is
confident and determined to increase its market share
in the near future.
The following sections explain our strategic objectives in
greater detail.
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Leadership through differentiated services and products
Your Company continues to lead the industry with
innovation as we have done throughout our history. HCL
pioneered three global IT or technology sourcing segments
– engineering services, infrastructure services, and
products and platforms – and today develops and delivers
market-leading cloud products and services. As cloud
becomes the biggest demand driver in the market, HCL is
ideally positioned to differentiate, with integrated services,
360-degree partnership ecosystems, industry solutions,
automation, and solution accelerators. HCL has been
positioned as leader in over 200 analyst competitive
assessments for the year across all its service lines.
HCL has also deepened digital capabilities across industry
sectors and has significantly scaled up its digital offerings.
Your Company continues to build capabilities in digital
engineering, data and analytics, 5G, AI and IoT. Today, digital
engineering contributes close to 30% of our Engineering
and R&D Services revenue. Recently, HCL’s Products &
Platforms (P&P) business segment has evolved its structure
around digital transformation, data and analytics, intelligent
automation and AI, and industry solutions.
Employer of choice in professional services
across all key geographies
As a recognized employer of choice in the professional
services segment across our chosen geographies, your
Company has built a global team of diligent, diverse,
and passionate employees who are empowered and
supported at every level. We believe that the multigenerational talent represented in our workforce provides
the breadth of perspectives we need to maintain the
culture of entrepreneurship that the business was built
on, and we offer several benefits to attract a diverse talent
pool as employees. HCL continues to change and innovate
with its unique hiring strategies. HCL has a variety of
initiatives to attract, engage and grow a stable and happy
workforce, including its early career programs such as
TechBee, Apprenticeship, First Careers and Global
Engagement Managers/Management Trainees’ hiring
initiatives. These activities will lead to optimal pyramid
structures and talent cost rationalization as they enable
access to the most diverse talent pool from all dimensions.
HCL has expanded into other geographies and is investing
into sourcing talent in countries including offshore locations
such as Vietnam and Sri Lanka, and nearshore locations
such as Canada, Romania, and Costa Rica, where there is
an immense potential and interest in technology careers.
HCL is also ramping up its local delivery centers onsite,
specifically in smaller cities in the US, Germany and Australia,
to support the needs that can be delivered locally.
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HCL Technologies’ Lucknow SEZ Campus in India.

Preferred Digital Partner for G2000 Enterprises
in chosen markets
HCL Technologies continues to propel the growth and
future success of global enterprises by supporting their
digital transformation journies through the adoption of
next-generation technologies. Because of HCL’s diversified
products and services, and highly talented workforce,
your Company is ideally positioned to accelerate digital
transformation at scale – a key priority for clients. Our
strategic focus for client acquisition and retention is built
on two key directives – being selective about the clients we
pursue and building strategic relationships as a trusted
partner. Seventy percent of tech spend, equating to
~$1.5 trillion, comes from G2000 enterprises in our chosen
geographies, with 85% coming from 15 countries globally.
To deliver on these ambitions, we are selectively pursuing
clients with large tech budgets and deepening our
relationships with existing clients in that group.
Geographically, we have identified a set of countries
apart from our core geographies for future growth as
focus and new frontier markets.

Deliver top quartile TSR over the medium term
In the last 10 years, HCL Technologies has delivered
the highest total shareholder return (TSR) among
Tier-1 Indian service providers, and we are committed to
continue delivering top quartile TSR in the coming years.
To achieve this goal, the Company will be growing the
business organically, using capital efficiently and sustainably
increasing profitability. As part of the improvement to our
capital allocation policy, the Board had approved during this
financial year, increasing investor payout to a minimum of 75%
of net income cumulatively over the 5-year period FY22-26.
Weave sustainability into business strategy
At HCL, sustainability and social responsibility are embedded
in our business strategy. Details on our environmental, social
and governance (ESG) and corporate social responsibility
(CSR) initiatives can be found in the report. HCL continues
to upgrade the disclosures to align with the regulations and
global benchmarks. Although the Business Responsibility
and Sustainability Reporting (BRSR) is not mandated until
2023, HCL decided to follow BRSR from 2022. (A separate
BRSR section is included in this annual report.) The
Company has also set the goals and targets around ESG
and has stated them in the BRSR section. HCL will also be
publishing a separate sustainability report for the financial
year 2021-22 aligned to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
and the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD). The HCL Foundation publishes an annual report
showcasing the positive impact it has achieved in the
communities in which it operates in India.
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Business Segments
Our Business Segments

IT & Business Services
78 of Fortune 200
Key Propositions:
• Leadership on cloud
transformation
• Pioneer in integrated large
deal execution
• Differentiated Challenger in
Apps & Data modernisation
• Participation in chosen areas
of digital operations

Engineering and R&D Services
60+ of Global R&D Top 100
Key Propositions:
• Top global player for decades
• Product engineering heritage
• Unique propositions for
asset-heavy industries

Products & Platforms
241 of Global 500
Key Propositions:
• Platform of Trust in
Digital Transformation
• Digital Operations Assurance
• Fastest data warehouse on
the cloud

Addressable Market

$500B+

$90B+

$100B+

Revenue

$8.27B

$1.82B

$1.39B

FY22 CC Growth

14.5%

16.8%

1.3%

3 Year CAGR

8.7%

7.1%

24.9%

HCL Technologies is structured around three
categories of service offerings: IT and Business
Services (ITBS), Engineering and R&D Services (ERS),
and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global
enterprises to transform their businesses through
offerings in applications, infrastructure, digital
process operations, and next generation digital
transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering
services and solutions in all aspects of product
development and platform engineering. P&P provides
modernized software products to global clients for
their technology and industry-specific requirements.
In combination, ITBS, ERS, and P&P deliver a
comprehensive range of capabilities that fulfill the
traditional, transformational, and future needs of
clients across the globe and contribute significantly
to HCL’s business growth.

CloudSMART: Solution Strategy for
Continuous Cloud Modernization
Response to the COVID-19 pandemic tested every
organization’s ability to quickly adapt their business
strategy and adopt foundational digital technologies
by leaning in on cloud. Organizations that were agile
and able to deliver remote employee productivity, mend
fractured supply chains, and provide for increasingly
digital customer experiences have survived, and some
have thrived. CloudSMART features a suite of offerings
and services for continuous cloud modernization developed
and delivered through the collaboration of HCL’s three
business segments with the active participation of a
strong global network of ecosystem partners.
During the last financial year, clients and leading analysts
endorsed the CloudSMART strategy and the foundational
CloudSMART methods, which ensure readiness, resilience,
and sustainability. These methods help clients whether they
are moving to the cloud, innovating in the cloud, or relying
on HCL’s extreme automation, FinOps, and operational
agility for the cloud.
With 30+ industry cloud solutions (across Life Sciences &
Healthcare, Retail & CPG, Manufacturing, BFSI, Transportation
Logistics, Telecom, Media & Entertainment), CloudSMART
clients increased their reliance on HCL as a primary source for
continuous cloud modernization and digital transformation.
Investment continues to ensure the adoption of CloudSMART
throughout HCL.
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Leveraging Ecosystems for Innovation
Globally, IT spending is concentrated on cloud. By 2025,
51% of enterprise IT budgets are forecasted to be cloudrelated, surpassing non-cloud spending. The shift in the
role of cloud is driven by evolving consumer expectations,
global connectivity, digitization, and data, all of which
are changing the way enterprises compete and behave.
To help organizations thrive and meet market demands in
this constantly shifting environment, HCL works with the
world’s leading technology providers to address complex
operational and business challenges.
A new mindset in HCL’s clients has led to your Company’s
development of an expansive ecosystem strategy. Clients
earlier were accustomed to choosing a single trusted
partner, namely the system integrator, who in turn had the
mandate to choose the technologies and integrate those
components in a multi-year engagement model. Today,
clients want to leverage the entire ecosystem by combining
the best-in-class options, through an ecosystem
orchestrator. HCL plays that role, providing curated
components and defining the engagement model by
working closely with market-leading technology partners
and innovators. Clients retain their ability to influence the
entire technology approach. Our ecosystem strategy allows
all the three key stakeholders (clients, partners and HCL) to
win by quickly adapting to evolving business conditions.
These dynamic, collaborative ecosystems of market leaders
bring together HCL’s world-class innovation and deep
partner expertise to innovate for the future, accelerate
digital transformation, and drive lasting value. HCL
Technologies’ Ecosystem consists of three major
divisions that span all segments and business units.

Strategic Alliance Ecosystem: With a focus on cloud and
AI/ML (artificial intelligence/machine learning ), HCL uses
strategic business units and partnerships with the world’s
leading technology firms to create new and differentiated IPs
and solutions to accelerate the digital journey of its clients.
Start-up Ecosystem: HCL cultivates a unique and innovative
ecosystem consisting of startups, venture capitalists, and
trade missions from across the globe that generates
solutions that HCL’s clients can ultimately leverage. HCL’s
startup accelerator and innovation platform, the eSTiP,
is a key differentiator that enables co-creation through
an open innovation model.
Industry Ecosystem: HCL is affiliated with and contributes
to numerous large industry forums and foundations.
These include the World Economic Forum, The
OpenGroup, Cloud Native Computing Foundation,
and the Cloud Foundry Foundation.
Partnership with Hyperscalers
The need for flexibility, scalability, and reliability while
migrating to the cloud is imperative for any modern enterprise.
Our innovative cloud-inception framework helps establish,
adopt, and manage complex and hybrid IT environments.
HCL has ecosystem partnerships with four key hyperscalers
– Microsoft, Google, AWS, and IBM – that enable the hybrid
cloud-based modernization journey for enterprises globally.
Microsoft Ecosystem
The HCL Microsoft partnership is built on HCL’s world-class
digital innovation capabilities, and Microsoft’s marketleading enterprise technology. Together we help clients
unlock the benefits of Microsoft’s entire portfolio of
products and services. The HCL Microsoft Ecosystem
enables businesses to transform into more agile and
adaptive enterprises using HCL’s innovative, specialized
services across Microsoft’s solution stacks and cloud
services including Azure, M365, GitHub, Power Platform,
and Dynamics 365.

CloudSMART: Continuous Cloud Modernization for Business Transformation
Modernize digital core
Transform your business with
next-generation technology platforms
Re-invent client experience
Design thinking and extreme
automation to empower and engage
Maximize business value
Business differentiation through
industry ecosystem

Drive continuous innovation
Re-imagine your cloud capabilities
to foster the art of possibilities

Accelerate
business
transformation

Develop comprehensive cloud culture
Recalibration processes and skills
to think scale and think agile

Create a sustainable future
Achieve ESG goals
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Business Segments continued

The HCL Microsoft Ecosystem is supported by 12,500+
Microsoft certified resources and 8,500+ Azure certified
consultants with 60,000+ Microsoft-trained professionals.
HCL is part of the Microsoft Partner Advisory Council and a
member of the Technology Adoption Program (TAP). HCL
has achieved all of the 18 Microsoft gold competencies, 11
Advanced Specializations, and an Azure Expert MSP. HCL is
also a member of the Microsoft Intelligent Security Association
(MISA), an ecosystem of independent software vendors and
managed security service providers. HCL has also been
selected as a Microsoft Global Systems Integrator Launch
partner for Microsoft Cloud for Healthcare, Microsoft Cloud
for Financial Services, and Microsoft Cloud for Manufacturing.

• SAP Google Cloud: Solutions that integrate with and
accelerate deployment of SAP solutions running on
Google Cloud.

The HCL Microsoft Ecosystem is focused on enabling
enterprise clients to embrace disruptive innovation by
migrating to and building cloud-native services that help
clients fulfill their business goals. HCL Microsoft industry
solutions are broadly categorized into three categories:

HCL has become a leader in the Microsoft services
marketplace by consistently achieving competencies,
advanced specializations, analyst accolades, and focused
Microsoft capability development.

HCL is a premier consulting partner for Amazon Web
Services (AWS). The skills and expertise in delivering AWS
cloud-based products help enterprises plan for digital
transformation and embark on a cloud-native journey. As
an AWS partner, HCL provides end-to-end AWS Managed
Services and AWS operations through ElasticOps. HCL
also offers a seamless purchasing experience on the AWS
Marketplace with HCL AWS Consulting Partner Private
Offers. HCL provides best-in-class services for cloud
enablement and management by investing significantly
in training and certifying AWS architects, associates,
and 24x7 global delivery resources. As an AWS Outposts
Launch Partner and certified AWS DevOps Competency
Partner, HCL drives outcomes at scale by re-architecting
applications and delivering a smooth digital transformation
journey.

Google Ecosystem
The HCL Google Ecosystem is an integrated partnership
that brings together cloud engineering, industry solutions,
and execution capabilities from HCL and Google. The
partnership helps enterprises decrease time to market,
shrink costs, and reduce risk when executing their digital
agenda using the Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

IBM Ecosystem
The IBM-Red Hat Ecosystem helps clients achieve their
digital and transformation goals by delivering modernized
digital applications, integrated application-infrastructure
autonomics and orchestration, mainframe transformation,
hybrid cloud transformations, cybersecurity, and advanced
cognitive capabilities.

Despite being a late entrant compared to AWS and Azure,
GCP has seen a spike in demand for its offerings. HCL has
a strong portfolio of offerings and is helping several large
clients implement a hybrid cloud modernization strategy by
leveraging Google Cloud. HCL Technologies is a managed
service provider (MSP) partner for Google Cloud and was
rated as a leader in Everest Group’s 2021 report on PEAK
Matrix for SI capabilities on GCP.

HCL is part of IBM’s hybrid cloud ecosystem, an initiative
to support global system integrators and independent
software vendors that will help clients modernize workloads
with Red Hat OpenShift for any cloud environment, including
the IBM public cloud. HCL is also a global advanced partner
to Red Hat and a Platinum Partner to IBM.

• Industry-specific applications – Applications that deliver
industry-specific business outcomes.
• Cross-industry capabilities – Solutions that are applicable
across industry sectors.
• Foundational platforms – Core platforms and solutions to
enable the cloud transformation journey.

Broadly, the HCL Technologies Google Ecosystem
specializes in the following services:
• Google Cloud Migration: Services that help deliver a
seamless transition to Google Cloud by helping clients
build foundational architectures and migrating their
workloads from either on-premises or other cloud
providers to Google Cloud.
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• Google Cloud Infrastructure: Services for architecting and
building Google Cloud infrastructure and workflows for
clients, including completing migrations to Google Cloud.
AWS Ecosystem
HCL’s dedicated AWS business unit has built strong
capabilities and numerous client references over the
years. HCL’s differentiated service delivery model,
execution experience, and various AWS cloud offerings
provide an excellent solution for our clients.

Through the IBM Ecosystem, HCL offers a broad spectrum
of services and solutions, leveraging IBM Cloud, data and
analytics, AI, ML capabilities, and security to foster
innovation for enterprises.
HCL helps clients across industries to develop digital and
cloud-native solutions, including heavily regulated sectors
such as financial services, telecommunications, life sciences
and healthcare, and energy and utilities.
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IT and Business Services

The ITBS segment comprises three sets of services
that reflect crucial building blocks for every enterprise
adopting next-generation technologies:
• Digital Business: Consulting, applications and
platforms, insights (data and analytics), and
IoT services.
• Digital Foundation: Hybrid cloud, digital workplace,
next-generation network, and cybersecurity/
governance, risk and compliance services.
• Digital Operations: Integrated IT operations,
security operations, and digital process operations.
HCL Technologies’ Cybersecurity Fusion Center in Noida, India.

The disruptive forces created by the pandemic heightened
the urgency to leverage these three blocks. But in the postpandemic environment, demand in these three core areas
will continue to grow as global organizations strive to increase
business resilience, improve operational efficiency through
automation and AI, enrich and deepen client engagement,
and optimize operating models through innovation.
HCL has proven proficiency and expertise in each of the
three areas supported by deep investments in talent,
innovation labs, experience centers, centers of excellence,
and world-class partnerships. By capitalizing on the
synergies across the three, HCL offers an integrated set
of capabilities that delivers greater value than the sum
of the individual services.
HCL Technologies hosting analysts at IoT CoLLAB in Redmond, USA.

HCL Technologies Scale Digital Delivery Center in Noida, India.
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Digital Business

Digital achieves fundamental business
transformation by re-imagining existing
processes and user experiences.
The top-performing enterprises in every industry have
accelerated progress on their digital agenda in the last two
years. Organizations where C-level executives are involved
and focused on shaping company-wide digital strategy and
rebalancing investments have led the way. HCL Digital
Business brings an entire gamut of expertise – from
consulting to implementation – to ensure that successful
end-to-end IT transformation. Our team of design thinkers
and process consultants helps clients realize the potential
of digital technology. HCL’s Digital Business comprises
three areas: digital consulting, application modernization,
and data analytics and services.
Digital Consulting Services help clients through:
a) Experienced strategy and design to develop enterprisewide experiences that address the unmet needs of
clients, employees, and users.
b) Industry capability definition and business process
optimization aimed at improving performance
and topline growth by identifying and defining
differentiated capabilities.
c) Agile delivery transformation through agile operating
models that align delivery ecosystems to the
performance among clients, capabilities, and features.
d) Organizational agility to create and execute customized
plans that ensure employees have the right level of
support, leadership, and coaching for change.
Application Modernization Services help clients architect
and modernize their applications and platforms to take
advantage of composable architectures and services
and cloud-based application consumption.
Data and Analytics Services help enterprises modernize
data platforms and build scalable data architectures while
focusing on data security, data governance, and data
management. Furthermore, your Company helps its clients
derive actionable insights from their data through HCL’s
advancements in applied AI.
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In FY22, the accelerated demand for digital transformation
created new opportunities. HCL’s Digital Business achieved
strong growth based on the emergence of three key
business drivers:
1) Operating model transformation: Clients looked to us as a
strategic and guiding partner as they sought to pivot from
project-based organizations to agile, product-oriented
organizations. This trend was seen in all industries, with
some industries adopting this change ahead of others.
Clients combined application support management (ASM)
and application development (AD) budgets while
integrating their infrastructure and application service
vendors to accelerate their digital transformation journey.
2) Cloud adoption: Clients wanted to modernize their
applications through cloud-native composable
architectures, and they focused on modernizing their data
approaches with DataOps driving an insights-based culture.
3) Value chain transformation: Clients across industries
(B2B, B2C and B2B2C) moved rapidly to transform and
modernize their client experience, their commerce
platforms across channels, and their core business
platforms. In particular, the COVID-19 pandemic made it
necessary for clients to seek HCL’s expertise in re-designing
their supply chains, making them more agile and less
prone to disruption.
In FY22, your Company re-organized the capabilities to
combine Digital Consulting, Mode 1 and Mode 2 Application
Services and Data and Analytics Services into a single,
global digital business. HCL saw the success of this strategy
as the unification helped to leverage and re-purpose
capability areas more effectively. This re-alignment also
helped strengthen its partner ecosystem. In FY22, HCL was
invited to join the advisory boards of Pega Systems and
Adobe Technologies, and achieved the highest level of
partnerships with Snowflake and Salesforce. The Salesforce
partner status level is particularly notable because it was
done without any external acquisitions. Your Company’s
SAP business also grew strongly in all geographies,
backed by its strength and client demand for
S/4HANA transformation.
As HCL enters FY23, we continue to sharpen our capability
and execution in all the above areas. Your Company
continues to augment the global delivery capabilities
through new local and nearshore delivery hubs and expand
highly successful campus recruitment programs in
countries outside India.
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Digital Foundation

A strong Digital Foundation is the bedrock of business
and technology transformation. Total IT spend for
Digital Foundation is expected to be $512 billion by
2025 at 5.7% CAGR. A major chunk is expected to be
spent on infrastructure modernization and managed
services, followed by managed security services and
infrastructure technology consulting.

Leading industry analyst firms such as Gartner, IDC, Everest,
ISG, Avasant, and many more have consistently recognized
HCL’s Digital Foundation practice as a global leader, citing
HCL’s comprehensive suite of end-to-end services and
offerings for business transformation, as well as for
HCL’s reputation for helping clients build out their digital
capabilities. In addition to leadership at a global scale,
HCL has established its credentials at regional levels.

HCL has demonstrated execution and thought leadership
across areas related to Digital Foundation. Your Company is
the trusted advisor for clients in managing their large and
complex environments. We have the talent, partnerships,
the market leadership, and hyper-automated service
delivery, that consistently produce high client satisfaction.

Digital Workplace Services
HCL enables businesses to meet the challenges of remote
working in uncertain times by using a business-driven
consulting process to design and implement end-to-end
fluid workplace services. These solutions help retain
productivity, ensure safety and security, and deliver
equitable experience.

HCL’s ability to deliver at scale is evidenced by the fact that
40% of G100 are HCL clients. Our mindshare with these
clients has continuously grown over the years due to stable
operating performance and continuous innovation efforts,
which have generated over $2 billion in value. HCL’s share of
targeted Digital Foundation spend is the highest across all
IT services.

The COVID-19 pandemic acted as a catalyst for organizations
that were transitioning toward a fluid digital workplace.
Enterprises are reacting to the re-shaped modern
workplace by embracing new ways of working that
empower employees, foster collaboration, and create
a culture of transparency and openness.

Digital transformation initiatives have gained urgency and
have been accelerated in recent years. Enterprises today
have shifted focus toward building foundation capabilities
through programmable infrastructure and softwaredefined services that scale seamlessly when deployed on
hybrid/multi-cloud landscapes. Platform-based solutions
enhance experience and engagement for employees while
enabling them to work from anywhere. This focus on
creating a strong and resilient digital foundation is gaining
traction across all industry verticals. It speeds the path to
agile, adaptive, intuitive, and customized user experiences
across channels.
As enterprises adapt their digital transformation journeys,
the next wave of investments seeks to improve business
transformation, agility, sustainability, and client experience.
These new investments prioritize traditional goals such as
cost reduction, consolidation, and data center exit strategies.
In practice, the new priorities require supporting programs to
improve client experiences, reduce time-to-market, open
new revenue channels, and remain compliant with global or
vertical/industry-based outcome metrics.
HCL’s Digital Foundation offerings help enterprises design,
build, and operate the next-generation sustainable digital
foundation. The team offers a breadth of experience and a
highly skilled talent pool that can leverage a broad range of
tools, including those powered by AI and ML.

HCL’s Digital Workplace Services enable enterprises to
build a hyper-personalized, adaptive and resilient workplace
delivering a seamless experience to a workforce anytime,
anywhere, and on any device. The ideal digital workplace
solutions and services bring together people, technology,
and culture to build a workplace that boosts productivity,
engagement, and positivity.
HCL Digital Workplace Services help companies overcome
workplace challenges at all levels to improve business
continuity, increase awareness of the state of their staff,
and scale existing remote working capabilities. The services
are powered by rapid action teams responsible for
consulting, planning, and implementing solutions swiftly.
Representative engagements include a number of G500
clients with over 100,000+ employees for whom HCL
provisions an experiential and engaging workplace powered by
HCL’s fluid model and proprietary IP, products, and technology.
HCL’s dedicated digital experience office quantified and
enhanced user experience of clients by 30%, helping bring
about a paradigm shift from a service level agreement model
to an experience level agreement model tied to business
outcomes.
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Digital Foundation continued

Next-Generation Network Services
There is a growing need for flexible infrastructure adaptable
to the fast-changing demands of business applications.
The need for infrastructure agility is further intensified by
the increase in virtual remote working, AI-based SaaS
(software as a service) applications, and on-demand rich
media applications.

Based on a full spectrum of services, HCL’s Dynamic
Cybersecurity Framework helps clients move from a static
to a dynamic posture to defend against an ever-escalating
threat landscape. HCL’s dynamic cybersecurity solutions
protect organizational IT infrastructure, data, servers,
network and perimeter, end-user devices, and cloud
infrastructure against external and internal security threats.

HCL believes that a new phase of accelerated cloud
growth will increase demand for high-performance,
secure multi-cloud networking (MCN) platforms that can
furnish on-demand, global, secured network connectivity
to applications regardless of the clouds in which they
reside. Such platforms intelligently orchestrate networking
infrastructure across cloud constructs (AWS, Azure and
GCP). Though multi-cloud networking has been prevalent,
the increase in distributed cloud, workload portability and
fragmentation, will further increase spending in MCN
automation, AIOps, transit traffic intelligence, and global
interconnect architectures.

HCL’s GRC solution frameworks, leveraging the world’s
leading technology platforms, simplify risk management
and compliance. HCL’s Identity and Access Management
(IAM) solutions provide holistic security by adding insight
and context to events and incidents, helping manage
large and complex access control systems, and enabling
strong authentication.

HCL has collaborated with multiple partners to create
a virtualized network as a service (NaaS) environment using
cloud-native approaches to help enterprises connect to
infrastructure on the go. HCL’s end-to-end portfolio of
network services and solutions encompasses strategy,
design, and implementation across a range of requirements
and network applications, including:
• Software-defined data center and wide area network
• Unified communications and collaboration
• Network automation
Representative engagements include HCL’s cloud network
transformation that helped a leading consumer goods
organization to successfully migrate all workloads from
on-premises to Azure Cloud using IaaC-based network
automation. HCL’s assessment-driven approach
accelerated the cloud transformation journey for a large
retail company based on a branch-to-cloud network
strategy that achieved dramatic improvements in
environmental maintenance and monitoring.
Cybersecurity and GRC Services
HCL’s Cybersecurity, and Governance, Risk and Compliance
(GRC) services portfolio integrates business context
intelligence, threat data, and cybersecurity insights to act as
a trusted partner to global enterprises. HCL provides
end-to-end ownership in all stages of the security lifecycle
– strategy, business case, security architecture assessment,
proof of concept, implementation, support handover, and
steady-state operations.

HCL’s CSaaS (cloud security as a service) provides
implementation and management of the entire gamut
of security tools and technologies to secure data in
hybrid-cloud environments, including network security,
workload security, identity and access governance,
threat and vulnerability management, application
security, data protection, threat intelligence and
analytics, and governance risk and compliance.
HCL’s Cybersecurity, Governance, Risk and Compliance
services were recognized as a leader numerous times by
many prominent analyst firms in the past year.
DRYiCE™
DRYiCETM is HCL’s foray into the emerging world of AI,
automation, and business flow observability.
AI-driven automation will be the key element of a digital
enterprise. DRYiCETM brings these enterprise initiatives
to life, and currently develops and sells 14 products and
solution offerings in AIOps, service orchestration, business
observability, and digital workplace market segments.
DRYiCETM operates in some of the fastest-growing market
segments, including AIOps, enterprise service orchestration,
digital workplace, and operational intelligence. With a huge
global base of clients, patents, and enthusiasts delivering
quantifiable outcomes, DRYiCETM has grown rapidly by
enabling enterprises to adopt AI at scale.
DRYiCETM growth is led by iAutomate (AI-powered runbook
automation), Lucy (industry-leading cognitive virtual assistant),
AEX (out-of-box digital workplace solution), and MTaaS
(industry’s only subscription-based managed tools-as-aservice offering). The iControl software addressing the
operational intelligence market segment grew 50% YoY given
the high demand in the enterprise market to drive real-time
business observability.
DRYiCETM will be moving under the Products & Platforms
business segment from FY23, as we see a market to sell
the products both as part of our integrated service offering
and standalone.
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Digital Operations

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the Business
Process Outsourcing (BPO) market continued to grow
at a steady mid-to-high single digit level, driven by
clients’ need for cost reductions, increasing cash
unlock, and improving operational resilience. As the
pandemic approaches its (hopefully) final stages,
industry observers expect a heightened business
process outsourcing (BPO) growth rate in the coming
years. More and more companies will use BPO services
for the first time, joining peers who made the move
out of business necessity during the pandemic. New
and experienced outsourcers will double down on
digital transformation to enable business agility,
remote working, variable cost structures, and client
experience re-imagination.

HCL’s Digital Process Operations (DPO) leverages its
integrated global delivery model through state-of-the-art
delivery centers across India, Europe, Ireland, Latin America,
the Philippines, the United States, and the United Kingdom to
provide services to more than 100 clients across industries
that include Fortune 500 and G2000 organizations.
HCL’s DPO is uniquely positioned to capitalize on business
process outsourcing (BPO) growth. Your Company’s proven
record in designing and executing large scale crossfunctional business transition and transformation deals
under flexible commercial constructs has won industry
accolades. With a client-centric mindset to consistently
deliver innovative solutions and operational results, HCL
leverages the domain-specific modular digital platform to
rapidly design and deploy digital solutions customized to
clients’ business requirements and IT landscape. These
solutions yield efficiency benefits and data-driven insights
that lead to innovations that impact business outcomes.
Moreover, HCL’s broader capabilities in engineering, IT
and data management, and next-generation technologies
allow it to deliver truly integrated operations to the clients’
customers, suppliers, and employees in a cost-effective
and scalable manner.

Delivering next generation mortgage operations
with HCL Lending Solutions, HCL Team @ MBA
Annual Event, San Diego, USA.

Representative engagements include a Fortune 500 digital
manufacturer. HCL provides integrated services, including
marketing, sales support, contract management, order
management, billing, collections, procurement and HR
operations to all aspects of end customer service
management, fulfillment, and support. The end-to-end
visibility and ownership allowed HCL to continuously
deliver new insights and business value to the client.

HCL employees interacting with prospective clients on our
Intelligent Automation offerings, @ Appian World, Florida, USA.
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Engineering and R&D Services

HCL’s unique and the oldest service offering,
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), continues
to grow on the back of strong demand for digital
engineering. While total enginering and R&D
spending is forecasted to grow from $1,330 billion
in FY21 to $1,610 billion in FY24, digital
engineering is forecasted to grow from $355 billion
to $510 billion. This means traditional engineering
spending will grow 4.3% annually while digital
engineering will outpace it, growing at ~12.5% annually.
HCL Technologies has already begun to witness accelerated
ERS growth, led by Digital Engineering. Revenues for Digital
Engineering, as a portion of the total ERS pie, grew from
25.3% in FY21 to 29.0% in FY22.
The trend in HCL’s ERS revenue breakdown reflects the
waning impact of the pandemic on supply chains and the
resurgence in consumer demand. In response, the global
engineering services and technology sectors rallied strongly
in 2021. Digital initiatives dominated organizations’ priorities
as they battled to keep up with rapid change and stave off
competition. Digital methods became the norm for
modernizing old infrastructure and technologies, and
building new, connected products and services.

Across industries, enterprises are increasingly leveraging
HCL’s global ERS ecosystem by creating partnerships,
acquiring new capabilities, and investing in centers of
excellence. With a focus on faster time to market along
with intelligent and autonomous capabilities, industries
such as software and internet, automotive, and healthcare
will emerge as growth markets – generating additional
demand for HCL’s ERS services.
HCL’s ERS services showcase your Company’s deep
engineering roots and competence through its ability to
accelerate digital product development for clients across
engineering, manufacturing, supply chain, and services.
ERS leverages more than 60 solution accelerators and
next-generation technologies such as IoT, AI, augmented
reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and autonomous vehicles.
Leveraging the experience gained working with more than
330 businesses, HCL’s ERS has helped clients to bring more
than 1,000 products to the market successfully.
HCL’s ERS services provide end-to-end engineering
services across Product Engineering, Operational
Technologies, and Digital Engineering.

The ERS team at a global event ; A peek inside the HCL Engineering Lab.
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Product Engineering: HCL combines deep domain and
technology expertise to provide clients with product
lifecycle services for existing and new products. HCL’s
solutions are designed for the connected world that help
clients tap the full potential of their product portfolios.
Operational Technologies: Your Company aligns these
services to address key industry requirements, including
effectively translating design intent from the virtual world
to the manufacturing floor, simulation and optimization
of complex manufacturing processes, and concurrent
engineering to compress time, improve productivity,
and flexibility to handle variance and volume.
Digital Engineering: These services cater to the full
spectrum of digital transformation – from defining a
digital roadmap to realizing the digital strategy. HCL ERS
has developed many service accelerators to facilitate the
adoption of next-generation technologies such as IoT,
cloud, AI/ML, AR/VR/XR, 5G, digital twin/thread, and
emerging areas such as high-performance computing,
edge computing, and Industry 4.0. The accelerated
demand for digital engineering has led to the development
of HCL’s next-generation services. These will continue to be
a key growth driver for HCL in FY23 as it continues to focus
on 5G, Industry 4.0, softwarization, data engineering, and
silicon platform services. Your Company will continue to
capitalize on the digital wave, focusing on key industries,
and leveraging innovative IP-led partnerships as the core
tenets of a buoyant growth strategy.
Key digital themes such as product and platform
engineering, design thinking, connected ecosystem, as a
service model, and sustainability are becoming pervasive
across the industry spectrum as enterprises focus on
business resilience in the immediate term. Businesses realize
that the investments made today in digitized products that
are personalized, intelligent, connected and cloudified, and
in digitized processes that use automation, simulation,
traceability, and AI will deliver rapid scalability down the line.
The result has been a growing demand across industries for
strategic engineering service providers like HCL.
The impact that HCL’s ERS services have made, and the
progress achieved, testify to the focus brought to this
business segment. Your Company has touched 2.5 billion
lives across the globe, influenced more than $150 billion in
revenue for clients, and is the only service provider
recognized among the Top 2 in traditional and digital
engineering (Source: Zinnov). On the operational side, it has
more than 250 active client engagements, more than 200
digital products developed for Fortune 500 companies, and
more than 300 digital engineering patents filed.

The HCL ERS team has a strong innovation culture, resulting
in IP and strategic innovations while leveraging alliances,
startups, and key academic research for co-creation with
clients. HCL invests heavily in developing solutions that help
clients quickly influence the overall product ecosystem.
Investments in more than 100 engineering labs (environmental
compliance, certification, and benchmarking), more than 100
client development centers and centers of excellence in niche
areas such as industrial design, high-performance computing,
automation, imaging, big data and analytics, and others have
resulted in a complete ecosystem of comprehensive digital
engineering services from concept to market for client
products and platforms across domains.
HCL clients include leaders across several asset-heavy
engineering industries such as aerospace and defense,
automotive, industrial manufacturing, medical devices,
and office automation, and asset-light industries, such as
telecommunications, consumer hi-tech, semiconductor,
and software and internet.
HCL accelerates development across the entire product
ecosystem, encompassing engineering, manufacturing,
and services. HCL helps clients improve time-to-profit by
maximizing return-on-innovation. It is highly regarded as
a thought leader in digital engineering technologies and
offers its clients:
• Technological depth with leading digital technologies
such as IoT, AI/ML, AR/VR/XR, 5G, cloud plus solutions
and technologies for autonomous vehicles
• A solutions-driven approach across automation, analytics,
platform, and sustenance with patents, including 2000+
patents on IP-based solutions
• World-class infrastructure and labs for product
engineering and testing
HCL Engineering Services span the entire spectrum of
product and platform go-to-market across new product
development, network engineering, collaboration services,
software product engineering, data engineering, connected
experiences and platform as a service. This helps us optimize
time-to-monetize for HCL clients, thus increasing efficiency
and accelerating growth.
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Engineering and R&D Services continued

HCL Campus, Chennai.

HCL Engineering Labs in Chennai, India.
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Extended Reality solution showcase
at IoT CoLLAB, Redmond, Washington.

IoT WoRKS™
Industry 4.0 is evolving to become Industry NeXT, aimed at
reinventing and future-proofing businesses. Industry NeXT
shows how to use the latest technologies to generate
collective intelligence by eliminating functional silos to
create resilient operations, sustainable business practices
and connected experiences. Industry NeXT prepares
businesses to benefit from connected products and
services, digital manufacturing, cognitive supply chains,
sustainable and next-generation operations, and a digitallypowered workforce.

HCL’s award-winning solutions have also been certified
as co-sell by hyperscalers such as Microsoft and AWS
on their marketplaces. In addition, to address the
increased need for I4.0 and IoT adoption, HCL has
invested in expanding IoT COLLAB™ from two to four
locations, with new locations in London and Riyadh
along with Noida and Redmond, Washington. The 3x3x3
Innovation by Design methodology provides clients at IoT
COLLAB™ with a perfect sandbox environment to evaluate
the business outcomes with available technology, process,
tools, supported by a complete stakeholder ecosystem.

At IoT WoRKS™, the aim is to help enterprises on their
transformation journey to Industry NeXT. Its go-to-market
approach has been to build solutions that focus on business
outcomes across the asset lifecycle. Designed on HCL’s
proprietary Force, Asset, Site, Transform (FAST) framework,
solutions such as Zero Impact Platform (ZIP), Dynamic
Ecosystem of Connected Devices (DECoDe), Intelligent
Asset Tracking & Management (IATM) Solution, are
designed to help HCL clients accelerate their journey to
move beyond digital and operational silos, and drive
sustainable business transformation.

To grow the footprint in new markets, HCL has created a
joint SPV with Intel, which focuses on large XaaS (anything
as a service) projects leveraging computer vision, AI/ML,
5G, and cloud infrastructure. The Intelligent Secure Edge
for Smart Cities solution is at the heart of this offering.
IoT WoRKS™ continues to be rated as a leader by prominent
analyst firms and has become a partner of choice for global
enterprises across multiple industries.
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Products & Platforms

HCL’s Products & Platforms (P&P) business is thriving
and now accounts for a significant portion of most
Mode 3 revenue. HCL began the P&P journey based
on the expertise gained by working in the product
engineering space over the last three decades.
During this period, HCL built a set of intellectual
properties to support its services business in areas
such as Infrastructure and Engineering Services.
Over the last few years, HCL Technologies identified this
as a potential growth area for the medium term. To scale
the business faster, your Company decided to invest in
an inorganic strategy with two key objectives: market
permission to become a credible software player and
grow the business through access to a global client base.
Today, P&P is thriving with 6,800 global clients and 75+
software products including well known brands such as
AppScan, Bigfix, Commerce, and Unica. It has achieved
this progress by addressing key markets including Digital
Transformation, AI & Intelligent Automation, Data &
Analytics, and Industry Software.
The demand for a client-friendly partnership approach to
product innovation and management has been steadily
growing, similar to the services industry. HCL believes it
would be able to address that untapped enterprise
demand for products through an unique and fresh
approach to the products and platforms industry.
This involves a combination of in-house innovation,
development, acquisitions, and strategic partnerships,
retaining the traditional Intellectual Property (IP) led
innovation blended with HCL’s time-tested approach to
client relationships. As we have grown the portfolio over
the last few years, clients are now able to leverage HCL’s
IP-led offerings around automation, e-commerce, digital
solutions, data management, mainframes, Secure DevOps,
multi-cloud support, AIOps, service orchestration,
and business flow intelligence. These offerings have
an uncompromising client focus, quick time-to-value,
and clear roadmap.
HCL’s future focus will be to grow offerings in specific areas
such as industry solutions, CX and DX, secure collaboration,
Secure DevOps, AIOps, XSM and intelligent automation, and
data and analytics. The approach will be to develop these
products and platforms with subscription-based pricing
and a XaaS model with multiple licensing options.

HCL Software Division
HCL Software products continue to contribute to the digital
programs in the corporate world, supporting thousands
of enterprises’ business functions and IT departments.
There are 10 million business applications built on Domino.
$200 billion in online transactions flow through HCL
Commerce annually. Unica delivers marketing messages
to one-third of the world’s population daily. BigFix manages
and secures over 100 million endpoints (devices) daily. HCL
Software’s DevOps suite of products is deployed in over
100,00 applications annually. HCL AppScan does more than
a million application security scans every day.
These facts demonstrate the immense scale and variety of
the HCL Software portfolio. In a recent survey, clients and
partners said that they like working with HCL Software
because it is trustworthy and its products are highly reliable.
HCL Software’s tech support organization consistently
obtained an NPS score of over 75 throughout the year,
an increase of 7% over the previous year. Such a response
reflects HCL Software’s consistent focus on client success
and innovation. In FY22, HCL Software announced 33 major
product releases and about 120 product releases overall. It
has officially unveiled HCL SoFy, the cloud native solution
factory that allows clients to deploy enterprise software in
minutes on their cloud of choice, scalable to enterprise
needs without vendor lock-in. HCL Software also launched
HCL Now, a cloud native offering in which HCL provides
managed services for the client. The two additions further
enhance your Company’s CloudSMART offering.
HCL Software products received several accolades and
recognitions from technology analysts and observers.
HCL Commerce was recognized by Gartner as a niche
player in the Digital Commerce Magic Quadrant, and
as a leader in Digital Commerce B2B/B2C Quadrant,
received eight of 10 medals from Paradigm, and made the
Constellation ShortList. HCL AppScan was recognized by
Gartner as a leader in the AST Magic Quadrant. HCL DX
was named as a leader in the Everest Group DXP Peak
Matrix, and a Challenger in the Gartner DXP Magic
Quadrant. HCL Volt MX was recognized as a visionary
in the Gartner MXDP Magic Quadrant, and a strong
performer in the Forrester Low Code Wave.
Geographically, most of its sales took place in North America,
Europe, the Middle East, and Africa. Latin America, and Asia
Pacific are growing emerging markets for HCL Software.
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Products & Platforms continued

Actian
Actian, which HCL Technologies owns in partnership with
Sumeru Equity Partners, is a leader in the cloud data
platform market. This market is forecasted to grow by more
than $50 billion by 2028, driven by the acceleration of
application modernization and digital transformation, and
the increasing use of AI. Actian transforms business by
simplifying how people connect, manage, and analyze data.
The high performance enterprise-class data management,
integration, and analytics products are delivered through
the Avalanche Cloud Data Platform, a fully managed data
platform deployed in or on the Google, AWS, or Azure
clouds, on-premises, or as a hybrid.
Actian is committed to delivering the most trusted, flexible,
and easy-to-use data platform in the market. The Avalanche
Platform provides clients with the flexibility to modernize
and move to the cloud at their own pace and in their own
way while taking advantage of unmatched price performance.
The native integration capabilities enable businesses to
harness their entire data ecosystem to create trusted data
sets through data profiling, augmentation, and orchestration.
The UX-first based approach to design has yielded a
straightforward user interface to allow technical and
business users to navigate the platform with ease. The
Avalanche platform is the fastest Hybrid Data warehouse
on the cloud. It is five times faster and provides 50 percent
lower TCO (total cost of ownership) than competitors.
In FY23, Actian will further enhance capabilities in cloud
scalability and elasticity, self-serve administration, and
disaster recovery/high availability, thereby eliminating
friction and increasing trust, flexibility, and ease of use
within the platform.
Industry Software Division
HCL’s Industry Software Division, established in 2019, is
chartered with building products and partnering with
industry-leading technology companies to provide endto-end solutions to HCL clients. The Industry Software
Division participates in many fast-growing markets and
enterprises that depend on these products to manage
critical business infrastructure.

The Industry Software Division is targeting companies
in the following segments:
• Telecommunications and cable service providers
optimizing or deploying 4G/5G networks, rolling out
large scale WiFi deployments, and/or managing
thousands of network devices.
• G2000 companies leveraging enterprise cloud and
AI-based software to drive digital innovation across
industry-specific business processes and functional
domains – from product support to client operations to
workforce management
• Product manufacturing organizations (including
aerospace, defense, and automotive), transforming
with digital design and smart manufacturing software
Manufacturing is being reinvented as new analysis
and optimization capabilities reduce the time-tomarket and cost of building new products. As part of the
manufacturing, portfolio, the Industry Software Division
offers a rich set of tools and technologies spanning design,
manufacturing, and visualization to enable next-generation
product development. The portfolio consists of HCL
CAMworks, an add-on Computer-Aided Manufacturing
(CAM) product to several Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
products; HCL DFMPro, which improves the manufacturing
process by enforcing best practices and rules, and HCL
Glovius, which is a multi-platform CAD viewer. With a track
record of delivering business value, this portfolio is used by
leading global manufacturers in the automotive, aerospace,
industrial, high-tech, medical devices, medical devices, and
retail and consumer packaged goods (RCPG)/industries,
and by OEM partners.
Within enterprises, AI and ML technologies enable functional
groups to deliver superior experiences to stakeholders and
clients using cognitive search and augmented analytics.
HCL IntelliService, an AI-based service optimization platform
launched in 2021, is positioned to solve a recurring challenge
that enterprises face today. The platform lowers costs,
increases efficiency, and improves client satisfaction by
providing automated triage and AI-based agent assistance,
and uses conversational AI to provide call deflection and
self-service capabilities.
The Industry Software Division’s products are built by
an engineering team with deep expertise in delivering
comprehensive digital platform engineering services
and research and development solutions. The Industry
Software Division is focused on developing nextgeneration software products leveraging AI that seeks
to transform both enterprises and service providers.
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Go-to-Market Framework
The vertical-led sales organization approach
embraced by HCL helps the organization navigate and
address client demands that require domain expertise,
dynamic technology architecture, and resilient
go-to-market strategies. A team of seasoned solution
architects, subject matter experts, and business
development leaders with strong domain expertise
work closely with clients to implement and develop
service offerings, products, and platforms to address
business challenges leveraging the technology
solutions. This vertical led go-to-market structure
has contributed significantly to your Company’s
industry-leading financial performance in recent
years. This section summarizes developments in each
of HCL’s key vertical areas.
Financial Services
The financial services industry is grappling with a changing
world. Next-generation technologies are helping the sector
to adapt to an increasingly digitized, physically distanced
business environment. Banks, insurers, and other financial
institutions are now looking to maximize their investments
in client experience, operational excellence, and innovation.
They are also looking ahead and crafting long-term
strategies on environmental, social and governance (ESG)
initiatives, investments in talent, and re-imagining the
workplaces of the future. This means new and upgraded
features, solutions, and services for clients. This has
compelled the industry to build in business agility to launch
and evolve their products faster. This pace of new product
development necessitates efficient and technologically
robust systems and processes.
With its strong engineering heritage, financial services
domain practice and service integration expertise, the
Company helps clients achieve their strategic goals.
Over the past year, HCL Technologies has invested in many
IPs, deepening its domain capabilities and building joint
offerings with key partners. As these investments are
focused on the client’s needs, they help financial services
institutions (FSIs) to modernize their systems and adopt
solutions that are agile, cloud-based, data-driven, and built
on emerging technologies. HCL’s digital at scale solutions
for FSIs provide end-to-end services that reduce client
friction, augment regulatory compliance, and create a
secure, scalable platform.
As an example, HCL Technologies recently partnered with
one of the largest banks in the UK to digitize the bank’s home
buying and ownership businesses, transforming the bank
into a digital multi-channel lender of the future. The overall
implementation enhanced agility and helped the client
double its digital payments and overpayments transactions.
This enabled the bank to provide the best-in-class lending
experience to its clients. The project won the Partnership of
the Year award from FStech, a leading Fintech publication.

Life Sciences and Healthcare
Most of the life sciences and healthcare players are
actively looking at ways to transform themselves into
next-generation digital enterprises; a trend accelerated
by the lessons learned during the pandemic. Changing
business and operating models are the primary hallmarks
of this digital journey. Cost optimization, improved clinical
and financial outcomes, and the ever-changing regulatory
landscape continue to be priorities. Digital talent gaps,
technical debts, digital expectations from patients and
physicians, and increasing cybersecurity risks are some of
the key challenges facing the industry. As a result of this
dynamic market environment, demand for technology
modernization and innovative technology adoption has
gone up considerably.
HCL has significantly expanded its presence in the
healthcare and life sciences industry, aided by its domaindriven innovative digital solutions investments, intelligent
operating model transformation capabilities, verticalspecific centers of excellence, and creative commercial
models. Some examples of key industry solutions include:
VCareX, a remote patient monitoring solution; RegView, an
integrated regulatory viewer; and XR in a Box, a validated XR
solution for pharmaceutical companies. Additional areas of
focus are healthcare interoperability, decentralized clinical
trials, member engagement, lab of the future, and patient
services platforms.
Of particular interest and value to clients have been HCL’s
digital at scale patient and growth-centric offerings. This
is evidenced in a recent healthcare win that involved a
large-scale transition at speed with a myriad of digital and
domain skills, and operating skills model transformations.
Accelerating cloud adoption, better data and analytics
consumption, modern application development, intelligent
automation, AI/ML-infused business process improvements,
and digital patient and physician engagement are key levers
of value creation for clients and HCL.
Manufacturing
The impact of the pandemic and subsequent instability in
the supply chain, labor shortages and growing sustainability
goals are some of the challenges that have motivated the
manufacturing sector to embrace digital transformation.
Expectations are changing too: consumers expect better
and smarter products; employees expect a connected
and automated work environment; suppliers expect a
transparent and collaborative product development cycle.
The manufacturing industry is going through a significant
shift by creating homogeneity within the ecosystem and
addressing clients, suppliers, and employees to stay ahead
of the curve. Digital transformation initiatives powered by
Industry 4.0 principles are enabling sustainable products
and operations, workforce productivity, and data-driven
hyper-connected enterprises.
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Go-to-Market Framework continued

HCL Technologies has recently launched MVision for
manufacturing organizations to help re-imagine their
digital journey in creating a resilient and responsive
business model. HCL’s MVision is a next-generation
framework built on principles of Industry 4.0 and four
essential aspects of the industry:
• MVision for Business focuses on process optimization,
experience, and industry context
• MVision for Digital enables transformation through
platforms and fit-for-purpose solutions
• MVision for Engineering builds connected products,
linked through a digital thread
• MVision for Operations brings the value of integrated
ops in an agile, business-aligned operating model
HCL has focused on building solutions and frameworks to
address grassroots problems while addressing the
challenges arising from the rapid proliferation of IT and OT
systems. HCL’s PlantWork Blaze is a uniform, converged IT/
OT platform with an overlay of processes, tools, and
governance to efficiently manage all endpoints in a smart
factory. HCL has also been transforming clients through its
ASM 2.0 agile framework operational model to deliver
cohesive, scalable product-based DevSecOps execution in
their operations and transformation.
The pandemic caused a sharp decline in air travel, forcing
commercial aerospace manufacturers to slash production,
further distorting the aerospace aftermarket. Now strategic
investments are being driven into research and development,
with the industry’s focus on More-Electric Aircraft (MEA) to
All-Electric Aircraft (AEA), eVTOL/UAM, autonomous drones,
and supersonics, which are in turn driving technology
spending for the future at a large scale.
Public Services
This business helps clients across numerous industry
groups that provide several types of critical infrastructure:
energy and utilities, oil and gas, travel, transportation,
logistics, and hospitality. Our strategy revolves around
the following opportunities:
Improving resiliency: New and innovative approaches to
support resiliency, including security, scalability, and
sustainability of the lifestyle changes needed to support
decarbonization goals. These include safe living, clean water,
and clean gas. Adding more distributed energy resources
and new loads to the electric grid are considered to avoid
potential issues associated with the shift from a centralized
power generation grid to a more decentralized grid.
Discovering value through data: Complex business
decisions and consumer behavioral changes require
insights from data and analytics, and involve a more
deliberate effort to collect, store, converge, and analyze
data to support decision making.
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Zeroing in on net zero: Net-zero plans are data-intense.
Decarbonization requires participation and support from
clients partnering with utilities and energy service providers,
necessitating a more seamless and multi-channel end-toend client experience. To meet the net-zero ambitions
meaningfully, the industry must transform its data
operations, and deploy intelligent data platforms to drive
better analytics.
Securing IT/OT systems and data: As information and
operations technology (IT/OT) networks grow, so do their
interdependencies and vulnerabilities, making the need
for physical and cybersecurity paramount to utilities.
It’s the experience: Travel and hospitality companies focus
on building business agility and flexibility as they struggle
with unprecedented variation in demand, and acceleration
in e-commerce adoption and asset utilization challenges
resulting from travel and supply chain disruptions. HCL is
helping its clients build a composable ecosystem of
differentiated digital experiences across the value chain,
leveraging advancements in industrial IoT, cloud, and AI/ML
technologies through an array of connected fleets,
connected assets, and hyper-personalization solutions.
Retail and CPG
The onset of the pandemic came as a booster shot for
accelerating digital adoption at an unprecedented pace
for the retail and consumer packaged goods (RCPG)
industries. As the pandemic unfolded, it brought rapidly
changing market situations that included store closures,
mass shifts to online ordering, and supply chain disruptions.
Retail and CPG organizations that had invested in
technology solutions that allowed them to flexibly adapt
to these market dynamics emerged as winners in 2020.
Meanwhile, other organizations had to change their
investment priorities and fast-track IT programs that would
enable them to sell directly to consumers. They also were
compelled to evolve a structured approach to continuous
digital adoption across the various value streams, including
supply chain visibility and partner integrations.
Consumers also changed their buying habits. This led to an
explosion in personalized buying choices, evolved consumer
expectations of frictionless in-store digital experience, and
a shift in consumer loyalty in products as some others
experienced stock-outs.
As the world emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, new
challenges have emerged in the form of rising inflation,
a significant increase in labor and non-labor costs, and
continued supply shortages. As a result of this dynamic
market environment, demand for technology modernization
and data-driven decision making has opened a new world
of technology solutions for the retail and CPG industry.
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• SaaSification: Enable and redefine go-to-market
strategies to offer everything as a service: Accelerate
SaaSification for software products with HCL’s SaaS
migration service and streamline subscription and
recurring billing for a XaaS business model.

HCL Technologies CTO, Kalyan Kumar addressing
the DACH Notes User Group meeting in Konstanz.

HCL has expanded its domain-driven technology solutions
that leverage real-time data and analytics to support
meaningful business decisions in several functions of an
enterprise. Some focused growth areas include seamless
omnichannel adoption, personalization, e-commerce,
revenue growth management analytics, a consumer
experience platform, and adaptive supply chain. Further,
HCL has been helping its RCPG clients modernize their
technology platforms through a hybrid cloud deployment
and improvements in their cybersecurity postures.
Technology and Services
Advances in technology are defining the business and
economic landscape, creating an environment of disruption
and transformation that touches tech organizations
no matter their size.
HCL’s tech industry vertical works with most of the
world’s leading technology companies to help them
increase business agility, quickly scale, improve speed
to market, enhance client experience, and increase
operational efficiencies to capitalize on business
opportunities. HCL orchestrates core applications,
infrastructure, engineering, and business services
to enable desired outcomes for its clients.
Using the expertise in applications and infrastructure, HCL
helps clients improve productivity and efficiencies; offer
products as a service; build and support a digital front
office to enable sales across lead-to-cash areas; and
rebalance their supplier mix, outsourcing models, remote
operations, and global delivery points. HCL uses its
engineering expertise to build and maintain products for
technology clients – for example, product/platform
engineering, sustenance, and testing for technology
enterprises.
The top areas of focus and investment in this vertical are
designed to help clients make significant positive changes
in their businesses.

• Scaling hyperscalers: Speed and scale of building and
operating data centers for hyperscalers is steadily
growing. HCL enables infrastructure reliance and stability
for SaaS operations. It is sharply focused on building
hyper-scaled operations capabilities to help cloud/SaaS
organizations build and operate scalable architectures.
• Semiconductor supply chain: Streamline supply chains
through technology-led, digital interventions. HCL helps
global enterprises transform themselves through projects
that span transformation roadmap evaluation, business
process re-engineering, continuous business process
improvement, process optimization and automation.
• Scaling talent and divesting non-core aspects of
businesses: Technology companies are using mergers and
acquisitions to create new sources of revenue, sustain
profitability, and build a diversified portfolio of products.
HCL helps software and other technology companies
quickly scale in growth areas and divest non-core business
areas, such as back-office operations and client-facing
functions, to improve EBIT margins and raise their net
promoter scores through structured carve-out deals.
Telecommunications, Media, Publishing and Entertainment
The telecommunications, media, publishing, and
entertainment industries are undergoing a disruptive
transformation fueled by a series of mergers and
acquisitions; the convergence of telecom and media;
adoption of 5G/multi-access edge computing; growth
in direct-to-consumer businesses; and an explosion in
streaming media (especially during the COVID-19 pandemic).
Globally, technology players, including global service
providers such as HCL, are partnering with telecom
companies to improve access to the market, grow
enterprise revenues, and build marketplace platforms.
Industry 4.0 promises to reshape sectors ranging from
automotive to healthcare, enabling an array of benefits
such as predictive monitoring, waste elimination, and
enhanced client experience – all on the backbone of
a telecom infrastructure that is being transformed by 5G.
Evolving industry trends force cable companies to create
new revenue on Citizen Broadband Radio Service (CBRS)/
Private 5G set-up and scale wireless business and home
automation services. Media is focused on improving
collaboration, democratizing content services on
marketplaces and improving camera to cloud, and creation
to distribution of content. New content formats, streaming
direct to home, contextual advertising, and new digital
products will become growth enablers. E-sports is
revolutionizing the gaming industry.
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Go-to-Market Framework continued

HCL Technologies leaders and clients in a panel discussion
at Bank Automation Summit in Charlotte, N.C.

HCL Technologies CMO Jill Kouri accepting the Guinness
World Record certificate for the largest healthcare
solution competition – Better Health Hackathon.

HCL’s sharp focus on convergence of industries within
the telecom ecosystem – such as gaming, manufacturing,
healthcare, retail, finance, and media – is accelerating new
revenue and cross-industry play for clients. With a heritage
in device/product/platform engineering and excellence in
operations and automation, your Company is successfully
scaling the business objectives across the communication
service providers.
Inauguration of a new HCL global delivery center
with the Governor of Connecticut and Stanley
Black and Decker leadership in Hartford, Conn.

Core to HCL’s growth strategy has been a deep industry
focus; acceleration of innovation via investment in industry
solutions, proprietary solutions, labs, and partnerships;
and acquiring, renewing, and retaining long-term strategic
clients for technology-led business transformation.
Many crucial investments have supported this strategy.
To help clients accelerate 5G modernization and network
transformation, HCL has an array of telecom/5G products,
including augmented network automation (ANA), which
optimizes the performance of the radio access network
(RAN) portion of mobile solutions. Other products include
ICE.X, xHaul, and SmartWiFi for services providers. In
addition, to capitalize on industry discontinuities such as
over-the-top media services, the IoT, content monetization,
online education, and technology-infused smart spaces,
HCL is leveraging its 360-degree partnerships (in which
partners service each other’s clients) with hyperscalers,
original equipment manufacturers, and independent
software vendors to generate new joint revenues.

HCL Technologies team at an industry event for Energy & Utilities.
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Geography led go-to-market
HCL continues to explore growth opportunities across
geographies – both in search of talent and to target
additional business opportunities. Your Company has
identified multiple geographies and has segregated
them into core, focus, and new frontier markets. With
this strategy, HCL intends to increase its reach across
regions and can address more than 90% of the
addressable global IT market.
Core markets represent the regions where your Company
already has a strong base, such as the United States,
United Kingdom, and the Nordics (Sweden, Finland,
Norway, and Denmark). These represent some of the
largest geographies economically where HCL has presence
proportionate or greater compared to its global share.
Focus markets represent the next set of geographies where
your Company wants to increase its presence – Germany,
Australia and New Zealand (ANZ), Canada, France, Japan,
India, and China.

HCL has also identified some fast-growing countries (new
frontier) where the Company has presence but limited
ability to address global clients’ local demands. The new
frontier countries are Iberia (Spain and Portugal), Mexico,
Brazil, Taiwan, Vietnam, South Korea, and the Middle East.
Many locations in these countries can also be utilized as
nearshore or offshore delivery centers for HCL’s other
geographic markets. New frontier countries have been
chosen on various criteria, including IT services market size
and growth, propensity to partner and transform digitally,
and long-term socio-economic stability.
The growth strategy in all these countries will be driven by
local geographic leadership coordinating the ongoing effort
of the vertical sales, technology practice, and service-led
delivery organizations. This strategy will be amply supported
through various other initiatives, including local delivery
centers, talent localization, and local market partnerships
with consultants and other service providers.

HCL’s Innovation labs in Noida, India; Seattle, Wash.; and inside HCL MetaLabs.
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Strengthening the Brand
As HCL Technologies continues to empower global
enterprises with its deep-domain industry expertise,
client-centricity and entrepreneurial culture, enabling
businesses to transform into next-generation
enterprises, it plans to positively impact revenue growth
through an accelerated marketing transformation
that will dramatically enhance brand awareness,
reputation, trust and preference. This year was
significant in laying the foundations for a holistic
marketing transformation under the leadership of a
new Chief Marketing Officer who will lead the efforts
to create more widespread brand awareness and
affinity, all while driving a strong growth agenda.
The imperative to this holistic brand and marketing
transformation is to build broad brand trust, awareness
and preference, attract top talent to join HCL Technologies,
and drive greater knowledge and preference for HCL in key
growth areas of Digital, Cloud and ERS. Key priorities to
bring this vision to life include:
• Developing a strong global brand positioning for HCL
as a leader in both tech services and products in mature
and growth markets, anchored by a strong purpose and
grounded in a story of innovation
• Investing in dedicated programming to help HCL in
its recruiting efforts, continuing to strengthen your
Company’s positioning as an employer of choice
and helping attract top talent
• Holistic transformation of your Company’s digital
ecosystem, anchored by its website
• Ramping up a more proactive media relations/PR program
• Building on the strong CSR platform in India driven by
the HCL Foundation, broaden your Company’s plan
outside of India
• Continuing to focus on communicating both
internally and externally, HCL Techologies’
aggressive sustainability agenda
This year saw an increase in HCL’s brand value, based on
the Brand Finance’s Global 500 Brands 2022 report. HCL
experienced a 10.5% increase in brand value since last year,
thanks to improved base revenues, and a lower market risk
and volatility. HCL’s current brand value stands at over
$6 billion, making it the eighth most valuable IT service
brand globally.
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HCL Technologies’ various marketing and brand initiatives
also enabled its sales professionals to improve their skills
and maximize their potential, and deepen relationships
with stakeholders, including clients, ecosystem partners,
industry analysts, employees and prospective employees,
and the communities where your Company operates.
Among those stakeholders are the industry analysts and
advisors who provide third-party assessments of HCL and
its competitors, and advise clients and prospects on their
choices of service provider options. During the year, HCL
was awarded 200+ leadership recognitions by analysts,
including 80+ leadership recognitions for digital service
offerings.
To strengthen relationships with its client community,
HCL organized its Customer Advisory Board (CAB) meeting
in March 2022 in Nashville, Tennessee. Twenty C-level
executives (CIOs, CTOs) representing 18 F500 organizations
met with HCL’s business leadership and discussed the next
phase on how they can partner and collaborate to grow
together. Your Company launched Women Lead North
America in October 2021 with 44 participants from 30
leading corporates across North America and Canada.
The Company also partnered with International Women’s
Day to host a high-profile series of global panel discussions,
tweet-chats and interviews.
Some other notable achievements and recognitions across
various marketing-led initiatives across the globe include:
• Awarded a Guinness World Record for the Better Health
Hackathon as the largest healthcare technology solutions
competition. The platform also won the 2021 ITSMA (IT
Services Marketing Association) Diamond award for
marketing excellence
• Concluded Tech Jam 2021 with Cricket Australia, a global
collaboration platform to drive innovative technology and
data-driven solutions to solve challenges and re-imagine
the game of Cricket with 8300+ participants and 100+
ideas submitted
• Collaborated with the mathematical, physical, and life
sciences division of the University of Oxford for a series
of virtual video roundtable conferences themed “AI &
Human-Machine Collaboration and Space Technology”
As HCL continues the growth trajectory in coming years, the
foundation laid this year for a brand transformation will be
leveraged in enhancing brand awareness, reputation, trust,
and preference, building one of the strongest and robust
brands in the industry.
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Talent Management Strategy
In FY22, HCL Technologies and its subsidiaries grew
to a total of 208,877 employees and continued to
utilize a broad range of tactics to acquire and develop
talent in all its markets.
Our emphasis and commitment to talent localization
continues. Your Company believes this strategy confers
its competitive advantages in a tightening regulatory
environment with respect to workforce mobility. In the
United States, HCL’s localization stands at 70.9%.
HCL has long been successful in employing people from
different geographies and nationalities, creating a unique
fabric of values and traditions. To accurately gauge
employee sentiment and provide an advanced tool for
onboarding and training, your Company is revamping its
internal technology. The Hire to Retire platform aims to
improve the entire employee lifecycle from recruitment,
onboarding, and training, to retirement. The Company is
also using gamification and AI tools to track and address
dissatisfaction levels related to work.
HCL is expanding into a wide range of new geographies
over the next year to ease supply-side constraints and
increase access to diversified skills, including Romania,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Guatemala, and Costa Rica. HCL is
also ramping up its presence in Vietnam, Australia,
and New Zealand.
Recognition of HCL culture and engagement practices
across the World
Our distinctive people practices continue to win accolades
across the globe from various industry forums and leading
associations, including #1 ranked company among
Professional Services in Forbes’ World’s Best Employers
list for 2021, and being named a top employer in 17
countries by Top Employers Institute, a global authority in
recognizing excellence in people practices. HCL has been
awarded this status in Australia, Brazil, Canada, France,
Germany, Guatemala, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, the Philippines, Poland, Singapore, South
Africa, Sweden, the United States, and the United Kingdom.
Recognized for the 16th time in a row in the United Kingdom,
HCL is also ranked first in Poland, Sweden and the
Philippines. Your Company was recognized as Top Employer
Europe for the third year in a row.

HCL’s efforts in recognizing diversity have received several
awards and recognitions, including the Silver award for
Best Advance in Leading Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
initiatives in the Brandon Hall Excellence Awards, Best
Organization for Women 2022 by The Economic Times,
2022 Excellence in Practice Award Winners for Diversity
and Inclusion by the Association for Talent Development,
and India’s Best Workplaces for Women 2021 by Great
Place to Work. HCL also won DivHERsity Awards in the
Top 20 Companies in DivHERsity.
In line with HCL’s commitment to diversity, equity and
inclusion (DEI) principles, your Company is now part of the
European Diversity Charter chapter in Germany, France,
Poland, and Romania. HCL Technologies has also been
included in the 2022 Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index.
Talent acquisition
HCL’s talent acquisition practices are aligned to the
Company’s Mode 1-2-3 strategy by tailoring hiring practices
to the different skill sets needed by each mode. HCL has
leveraged digital technologies to enhance the quality and
experience of its talent acquisition programs. Total staff in
cities under HCL’s New Vistas locations in India (Lucknow,
Madurai, Nagpur, and Vijayawada) is up nearly 31% from the
last fiscal year.
As a fast growing company, HCL Technologies is driving
change and innovation with its unique hiring strategies.
HCL has a variety of initiatives to attract, engage, and grow
a stable and happy workforce, including its early career
programs such as TechBee, Apprenticeship, First Careers
and Global Engagement Managers/Management Trainees’
hiring initiative. HCL is deeply invested in first time hires –
the next generation of technology talent – and collaborates
with leading educational institutions and academic partners
across the globe to get the right mix of high school (Class
XII), college and university graduates. There are numerous
learning and training opportunities for professional
development, as well as programs to fund and enable the
higher education of college and university graduates. HCL
hired nearly 23,000 first time hires in FY22 and is looking
ambitiously at onboarding even more in FY23.

HCL America has several awards from Brandon Hall,
including gold for Leadership Under Crisis and gold for
Best Advance in Employee Engagement. HCL America
is also certified by Great Place to Work and ranked as
a regional Top Employer 2021-22 in North America.
HCL won the LinkedIn Talent Insights Pioneer Award in
the above 10,000 employees category, recognizing how
it leverages data and insights in the hiring process.
Employees celebrating Holi in the Noida, India office.
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Talent Management Strategy continued

Talent Development
HCL Technologies’ Talent Development Center of
Excellence focuses on creating a culture of continuous
learning through business-focused learning solutions.
Grassroots innovation, an ingrained culture of coinnovation, and a tradition of going far beyond what is
expected to create client value are deeply embedded in
HCL’s DNA and differentiate us from the competition. Such
habits provide a distinct advantage in creating value for
businesses in the digital and connected world. Our training
programs emphasize these values.
During FY22, 145,848 employees availed 8.29 million
training hours to enhance their current skills. 68,146
employees were also trained in digital skills during this
period. The pandemic pushed team members to work in a
virtually connected mode, which required changes in talent
development programs to increase the prevalence of
required skills. These competencies established a new
normal and became an integral part of the learning
solutions and micro-learning nuggets deployed globally.
Diversity and Inclusion
An unwavering commitment to purposefully make progress
on DEI is at the heart of HCL’s values. Your Company
strongly believes that the diversified workforce, which
includes 165 nationalities coming from many countries in
which HCL does business, is both an asset and a real
differentiator. HCL provides its staff with a fair opportunity
to attain their full potential in an inclusive environment in
which they are valued, and treated equally and with respect.
These essential components result in increased creativity,
productivity, innovation, and better business results.
HCL has long been successful in employing people from
different geographies and nationalities, creating a unique
fabric of values and traditions. At the end of FY22, HCL
employed people from 165 nationalities and women
represented 28% of the global workforce. Gender diversity
at a senior leadership level has seen a 2.5% increase over
the last four years. The overall gender ratio has increased
3.1% over four years.

HCL hosted a virtual panel discussion during February –
Black History Month – with leaders from across the U.S.

Your Company makes an intentional and continuous effort
to create and sustain a culture of equality, self-awareness,
authenticity, and accountability in the realm of gender,
cross-cultural diversity, persons with disabilities, and
LGBTQ+ inclusion. HCL has created a beautiful mosaic of
different people, beliefs, experiences, and innovation where
everyone has an equal shot. Its vision for DEI is that all thrive
and contribute their strengths to find common ground for
creativity and accomplishing remarkable things.
HR Compliance at HCL
HR compliance is an integral part of the HR processes and
procedures at HCL. Your Company has a comprehensive HR
compliance framework which is periodically reviewed by all
relevant stakeholders to ensure the framework is relevant
and appropriately aligned with local regulations and
requirements. This framework clearly defines the
compliance elements, stakeholders, and the compliance
control mechanisms.
HCL also conducts periodic audits, both internal and
through external stakeholders, to ensure adherence
to regulations. There is a centralized team to design and
implement the changes as well as provide governance
and oversight to the HR compliance program. This team
constantly collaborates with multiple cross-functional
teams to enhance the framework.
Technology is a key element in the successful
implementation of HR compliance and HCL has
implemented solutions to ensure that timely tracking and
transparent reporting of compliance elements is achieved.
A strong governance mechanism managed by the central
compliance team ensures that the risks are mitigated or
eliminated in a timely manner.

HCL Technologies employees in Vietnam celebrating Diwali.
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Process Transformation
& Business Collaboration
Over the last four plus decades, HCL Technologies has
grown to become a part of the world’s elite group
of large, multi-billion dollar global enterprises. Our
success has been built on a few core beliefs such as
entrepreneurial spirit, innovation focus, and adaptive
culture. One of HCL’s top priorities is to retain that
nimbleness and flexibility, while deploying the best-inclass practices and processes that will allow us to scale
further. A key factor that would determine our longterm success is the ability to remain near all
stakeholders, specifically clients and employees, and
understand and address their asks quickly. A lot of this
will be made possible through HCL’s ongoing process
and systems transformation roadmap.
CREST Program
There is no better business metric to focus on than client
satisfaction. With this in mind, HCL refreshed its client
cadence programs during the last fiscal year. CREST is a
client-cadence management system that enables periodic
client cadences to strengthen trust through transparency.
CREST brings in leadership visibility and required
participation from clients and HCL stakeholders. The
system further ensures wider content coverage of
strategic/transformational aspects, industry insights, and
best practices that are aligned to client roadmap/hot
buttons. This helps the clients gain a better understanding
of the competitive landscape and industry/technology
trends.

Client Satisfaction Program
HCL believes that any client engagement is a
strategic collaboration to manage, fulfill and value-add.
The engagement matures along the lifecycle starting
from commencement, optimization, and maturity to
re-invention, and it is imperative to track the health
of the relationship at all stages.
At HCL, there is a multi-layered client feedback
framework that not only captures the voice of the
client during the relationship lifecycle. It also has a
well-oiled post feedback mechanism to address
actions and client inputs on various dimensions.
HCL Technologies conducts Project CSAT, which assesses
client satisfaction levels with respect to base delivery aspects
and operations at a project level on an ongoing basis. Once a
year, an independent third party conducts Account CSAT to
provide a health check on client engagement and
relationships, benchmarked against competitors. This is
administered by an independent third party and clients have
the option to remain anonymous and share candid feedback.
Every entity at HCL gets a computed CSAT score and the
synopsis of the client feedback to help it improve and work
on specific asks from clients. This is also a key performance
parameters (KPP) for HCL’s senior and mid management.
HCL has seen the overall experience index rise to the top
80% quartile in the last few years. Client satisfaction during
the COVID-19 pandemic was amongst the best, with minimal
service disruption, even while employees were delivering
services remotely.

With a synchronized cadence mechanism, unified
knowledge, and a singular view, CREST strives to:
• Enable better leadership engagement, leading to
higher client satisfaction
• Fulfill higher order expectations on innovation
and transformation
• Demonstrate HCL’s core values across client interactions
• Enable better client experience, leading to improved
growth opportunities
CREST is one of the many steps in the pursuit towards client
excellence as the Company continues its journey of listening
and learning from its engagement with its clients.
Delegates at HCL’s Client Experience Center in Noida, India.
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Process Transformation & Business Collaboration continued

Enabling Process Transformation
HCL Technologies’ business transformation and internal
technology organizations are embarking on a digital
program, with an objective to simplify and standardize
business processes and transform the IT landscape. The
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the need to engage
with employees virtually, which internally processes with
fewer handovers.
HCL started this transformation with Hire to Retire
processes to enable faster recruitment and easier
onboarding of future employees. As the global footprint
expands, HCL plans to enhance all available platforms that
are adaptable across geographies. The intent is to make
information easily available to employees and HR managers
through well-integrated systems.
In parallel, your Company is also improving the Order to
Cash processes through system transformation. This will
enhance the visibility of invoices and payments to enable
faster collections. It also plans to underpin the above
process changes through technology enablement, by
providing robust interoperability through APIs, superior
experience through user interface transformation, and
intelligent information through analytics backbone.
At HCL, knowledge is a true enabler. As an impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on remote work, leaders at
HCL have started to view enterprise knowledge needs in
a more urgent and strategic light. Many have progressed
to improve content and repositories, build better online
networks, and formalize how knowledge moves across
the digital workspace. The enterprise-wide knowledge
management system is gaining ground as the organization
plans to increase its knowledge management effort to
facilitate better collaboration, better employee experience,
knowledge sharing, enhanced search feature, and capability
enablement within the organization to drive improved
client service.
HCL’s enterprise knowledge management is powered by
state-of-the-art technologies driven by cognitive search,
analytics, virtual assistants, and AI. The platform streamlines
knowledge management and integrates it with core
business processes, making it easier to support employees
working in a remote and hybrid environment. It also enables
technologies for better acquiring, processing, and tagging
of massive unstructured content, making it available for
search and analysis.

Business Collaboration
From a business perspective, HCL is empowering
employees to connect and engage with clients using
multiple modes to deliver value. HCL’s Ideapreneurship
program, one of the largest innovation programs globally,
is at the core of its DNA. Ideapreneurship is based on the
fundamental belief of inverting the organizational pyramid
and engaging, enabling, and empowering everyone at all
levels within the organization. The employees are
challenged to think, look within, and look into the future, to
come up with solutions for operational and business
challenges. Since 1976, thousands of ideas have been
suggested by employees at all levels. And when people
know they have a voice, they thrive not only as part of an
organization but as human beings too. At HCL
Technologies, this is called the culture of innovation and
Ideapreneurship.
HCL also enables various business and enabling units
to come together and discuss ideas through a live
collaboration program – Spark – and other social
interaction digital platforms. This includes people
coming together to define new propositions, exchange
ideas, and learn from each other’s experience. Outside
industry experts participate in these forums to share
the industry trends so that HCL continues to remain
ahead of the market. The aim is to expand this further
with the objective of making 200,000 employees work
as one small team with a single agenda to enable clients
to execute their business roadmap better.

Having smarter and better technology for critical tracks,
with a robust enterprise knowledge management platform
enabling undeterred movement of knowledge, HCL aims to
be more competitive in the market and poised for greater
success in the years ahead.
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Risk Management
HCL’s Board of Directors and executive management
promote a risk-intelligent and risk-aware environment
to protect stakeholders, safeguard operations and
people, ensure quality delivery of services to clients,
and build transparency. Our Enterprise Risk
Management integrated structure minimizes risk
and maximizes performance with a comprehensive
strategy that identifies and manages internal and
external risks, and ensures compliance. This approach
combines strategic and operational practices to
support the risk-enabled decision making intrinsic
to supporting HCL’s business objectives and culture.
Pandemic and Infectious Disease Risks
As part of business continuity management, HCL
Technologies has established a pandemic response policy
and plan to oversee its global response and monitor the
pandemic situations in the locations where it operates.
While navigating the pandemic, your Company’s pandemic
response plan was actively in effect throughout the year
to continually oversee its response around five key focus
areas: safeguarding employees, minimizing impact to
clients, reducing the financial impact to HCL, maintaining
supply chain resilience, and providing support to the
communities in which HCL operates. Crisis governance
was guided by your Company’s executive crisis management
team, advice from the Board, and engagement with
external experts to bring best-in-class capabilities to
ensure business continuity.

In addition to managing the pandemic response, HCL also
continued to focus on enhancing capabilities and effectively
delivering services to its clients across business lines.
The world continues to witness a staggering pattern
of returning to office due to multiple emerging new
COVID-19 variants. In line with HCL’s strategy to ensure
a safe return to the office, a calibrated plan based on
applicable guidelines is continuously evaluated. This
strategy is supported by innovative technology solutions
to ensure safe and secure workplaces in line with global
best practices and emerging COVID-19 guidelines. The
lingering effects of the prolonged COVID-19 pandemic and
the outbreak of new variants and other infectious diseases
could impact HCL’s service delivery and business across
geographies. The specific risks related to various parts
of the organization are listed below:
Service delivery and client commitments: HCL could
experience disruptions in operations and service delivery
due to spikes in COVID-19 variants or other infectious
diseases, leading to extended lockdowns, added mobility
restrictions, and reduced availability of the workforce.
As a result, service level agreements with clients could
be impacted, causing clients to impose penalties in their
contracts with HCL.
Future business prospects and sales: The ongoing
pandemic has exacerbated an uncertain global economy.
HCL sales could possibly be impacted due to the slowdown
in global economic recoveries, rising inflation and increased
volatility in the financial market.

The work-from-home model adopted to run the Company
during the pandemic remains widely in place. Providing
flexibility to employees and enhancing the secure digital
remote workspace ecosystem remain key areas of focus to
ensure workforce safety and uplift technology capabilities
for handling remote business operations appropriately.

Employee health and wellness: The COVID-19 pandemic
may produce long-term consequences on mental and
physical health, leading to a loss in productivity and
emotional availability among HCL employees. As the
economic downturn continues, further tangential effects
stemming from the pandemic may arise.

As the risks posed by the pandemic continued to change
and evolve, HCL recognized the need to maintain flexibility
in reshaping options for returning to the workplace.
Consequently, the transition back to the office was made
voluntary and implemented in a secure, staggered way.

Adapting to new operating models: Pandemic-driven
changes and evolving complexities of returning to the
office are reshaping the long-term operating models by
upending the traditional. With HCL’s substantial workforce
continuing to work remotely, the inability to manage timely
structural and cultural adjustments to transform its
operating model may inhibit HCL’s ability to unlock new
value in a post-pandemic world.

A 24/7 global helpline continued to provide free well-being
services for employees and their families. An empathetic
and bespoke communication plan named #TakeCareHCL
reinforced your Company’s commitment to people. A
COVID-19 resource hub on the intranet kept employees
advised on safety, remote working risks, and policies, and
strengthened communal bonds to restore confidence.
Virtual events and well-being programs fostered
meaningful connections between leaders and teams,
and employees and families in the era of social distancing.
Predictive analytics on the impact of the pandemic,
discussed and analyzed in a virtual situation room,
helped leaders make real-time decisions.
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Risk Management continued

Geopolitical Risks
Instability and uneven growth in the global economy have
had an adverse impact on the growth of the IT industry and
may continue to impact it in the future. The Russia-Ukraine
conflict has caused global and domestic economic
implications. Consequently, fluctuating currencies, swinging
stocks, and soaring energy prices are impacting economies
worldwide. Any future global economic or political
uncertainties may further aggravate the reduction,
postponement, or consolidation of IT spending, contract
terminations, deferrals of projects, or client purchase
delays. Such uncertainties can impact industries that drive a
substantial portion of HCL’s revenue, such as financial
services, manufacturing, life sciences and healthcare, and
public services. Heightened geopolitical situations among
the major economies may also impact HCL’s ability to grow
holistically across regions.
HCL has set up a geopolitical framework to assess
geopolitical risks on an ongoing basis. The program
continuously assesses and improves HCL’s brand
narrative for clients and employees worldwide. The
program functions in harmony with HCL’s crisis response
program for effective and timely responses to critical
events arising because of any geopolitical developments.
Your Company has been expanding its business across
various countries to minimize dependence on any single
country for revenue growth and service delivery. HCL also
continues with the strategy of hiring local talent through
various internal programs to avoid adverse impact on
business due to various restrictions on the free mobility of
staff. HCL strategically invests in a flexible workforce model
of onsite, onshore, nearshore, and offshore resources to
address these concerns and empower the best talent to
solve client business challenges.
Business Continuity Risks
HCL’s reputation as a leading technology company is
measured by its threat resilience and how effectively it
can respond to disruptive events in a complex and fastchanging global risk landscape. Your Company faces
business continuity risk if it is unable to ensure continuity
of its operations across clients, delivery locations, and
enabling functions.
The Crisis and Resilience (C&R) role remains at the forefront
in helping to mitigate disruption, as the convergence of the
pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine conflict has emerged as
a notable and persistent risk to business continuity.
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In line with HCL’s philosophy of proactively looking for
threats and continual improvement, HCL has re-imagined
its C&R program, implementing enhancements that will
improve readiness and help respond to large-scale global
events and the evolving threat landscape. Your Company
continues to focus on integrating resilience as an intrinsic
part of its business operating model and seeks to embed
and design resilience across the dimensions of work,
workforce, workplace, business operations, technology,
supply chain, and leadership.
Information and Cybersecurity Risks
In the ever-evolving technology landscape, there is a
continuous risk to the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of HCL client and company data, which can
potentially impact HCL’s corporate mission. Cyberwarfare
events are increasingly becoming more significant across
the globe to attack public and private economic systems
and digital infrastructures.
The war between Russia and Ukraine has raised major
concerns pertaining to data security and increasing
cyberattack threats around the globe.
HCL places high importance on information and
cybersecurity by implementing a comprehensive
governance program across the Company and its thirdparty partners, which is an integral part of its corporate
governance and risk management structure. The program
embodies proactive detection and response to issues and
incidents that are managed through resolution and
reported to management and continuous awareness for all
employees. HCL’s Information and Cybersecurity vertical
ensures a strong security posture for HCL and its clients.
HCL’s security posture has been validated by independent,
industry-recognized certifications and attestation
standards, including quarterly oversight by the Board.
HCL also has cyber insurance that covers several types
of breaches and cyber events. Your Company has not
experienced any material cyber breaches in the past
three years.
Supply-side risks
The Russia-Ukraine conflict, COVID-19 pandemic, and
related events have further shown that supply chains
remain extensively vulnerable to disruptions due to
supply-side shortages and logistics-capacity constraints.
Clients rely on technology firms like HCL to drive business
outcomes through transformation initiatives that expand
revenue and optimize cost.
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On the supply side, technology firms have become
part of a fragmented market, with a few large firms and
the emergence of many boutiques, resulting in tighter
service level agreements (SLAs) and competitive pricing.
Technology firms that fail to remain competitive may lose
market share and suffer reduced growth across the top
line and bottom line. HCL has robust governance to
continuously assess client expectations and work on
proactive measures to deliver the promised value. As part
of its integrated business planning and execution, sales
and delivery teams engage on a regular basis with clients
to ensure seamless execution of engagements within SLAs.
HCL’s delivery capabilities are equipped with a set of rich
frameworks, IP, and accelerators to enable this execution.
HCL continuously invests in next-generation technology
and skill development to meet future demand to stay
relevant to client ecosystems. Product and platform
roadmaps are created and constantly updated based
on feedback from clients, market trends, emerging
technologies, and other parameters. Differentiated
full-stack offerings help maintain and enhance
client mindshare.
Regulatory Compliance Risks
HCL operates in a continuously expanding list of countries
and industry sectors, resulting in an increased risk of
non-compliance with regulatory requirements relevant
to its business.
HCL has established dedicated functions that review and
monitor regulatory requirements across geographies and
industry sectors to mitigate this risk. HCL’s comprehensive
global regulatory compliance framework is designed to
identify, assess, mitigate, and monitor regulatory risks
impacting HCL. The framework helps prevent the violation
of applicable laws and regulations, and protects the
Company’s reputation, employees, and clients. Where
required, mitigation plans are implemented to address any
identified non-compliances. In addition, the Board receives
quarterly compliance certificates from the respective
functions with responsibility for such compliance.
Privacy Risks
HCL’s scope of processing the personal data of individuals,
enterprises, vendors, and contractors has further increased
with the expansion of its operations and changes in the
processing environments resulting from the increase in
remote working. Most countries have stringent and
dynamic privacy laws, especially about personally
identifiable healthcare and financial data. The privacy
landscape continues to shift as the relevant governing
bodies worldwide scrutinize the adequacy of privacy laws
and regulations to address the evolving digitization of
personal data and further case law and privacy actions that
individuals and enforcement agencies bring. For example,
the European Commission updated the terms and
conditions under the new Standard Contractual Clauses

after last year’s Schrems II ruling, which has brought new
requirements for the organizations. This further increases
the risk of non-compliance with privacy and data protection
laws and regulations.
HCL has an established privacy framework that includes
global oversight through governance, policies and
procedures, training and awareness programs, privacy
impact assessments, privacy by design, data mapping,
third-party contractual oversight, incident management, and
a mechanism for global monitoring of privacy compliance.
This ensures capabilities exist to support global privacy
compliance in a dynamically evolving space requiring the
support of regional privacy compliance variances. HCL has
been supported by industry-recognized certifications and
accreditations, and oversight from an external global data
protection officer who independently reviews and reports
on HCL’s measures in place for privacy compliance.
Talent Management Risks
As HCL grows, talent management and meeting the
ever-increasing demand for new talent pose a significant
continuing risk. The proliferating strategic shifts globally
toward the adoption of digital solutions, accelerated by
the pandemic, have further exacerbated the skilled-labor
shortage. Your Company’s strategy is to focus on building
the workplace of tomorrow, one which promotes equality
and collaborative and transparent culture.
HCL deploys a robust training strategy designed to meet
the development needs of employees at all levels. It
includes professional, functional, technical, and leadership
development learning solutions. The HR team continuously
aims to reach every employee to support their growth and
provide employees with progressive career paths through
internal opportunities. This strategy allows employees to
fulfill their aspirations through comprehensive career
development and skill development plans. The Career
Connect program helps guide succession planning
strategies through vertical and horizontal advancements.
Foreign Exchange Risks
HCL derives most of its revenue from clients outside
India and, accordingly, most of its revenue is realized in
foreign currencies. Its delivery teams are based across
various countries and, again, most of your Company’s
costs are denominated in foreign currencies. This situation
exposes the Company to any adverse movement in foreign
currency exchange rates.
HCL manages this risk by using foreign exchange forward
contracts and options to mitigate the risk of movements
in foreign exchange rates associated with net receivables
and forecast transactions in certain foreign currencies. It is
governed by policy and processes determined by the Board,
which defines the period of hedges, the percentage of risk
to be covered, and the counterparty risk to be taken.
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Risk Management continued

Acquisition-Related Risks
From time to time, HCL acquires other companies or
businesses, and the success of these acquisitions depends
upon several factors. These include the effective integration
of the acquired business with the rest of the Company and
the optimum realization of synergies between the acquired
business and the Company. HCL has pioneered a strategy
to gain significant value from acquisitions through a unique
inorganic growth model that identifies value assets that can
enhance through creative synergies.
Following the acquisition, there is an ongoing integration
and performance management program to enable acquired
businesses and HCL to get the maximum returns on these
investments. Board committees periodically review the
performance of acquired businesses and take corrective
action when needed. However, the business of the acquired
company and the integration process are also exposed to
extrinsic factors. In the wake of these factors beyond your
Company’s control, it is exposed to the risk of impairment
of goodwill and other intangibles. Impairment of goodwill
and other intangibles are evaluated once at the end of the
year and such impairments, if any, are suitably reported.
Tax-Related Risks
HCL is subject to taxes in numerous jurisdictions worldwide
and enjoys tax benefits in India and a few other countries.
Any changes in tax laws in India and other countries
where HCL has a significant presence can impact the
Company’s effective tax rate. Since HCL operates in several
jurisdictions, transfer pricing arrangements among legal
entities in these jurisdictions are always subject to review
by various tax authorities.
HCL’s strategy for tax-related risk is to employ specialized
tax teams that keep abreast of the latest tax developments
in different countries and implement appropriate tax
planning strategies based on changes in tax laws. HCL also
makes advance transfer pricing arrangements in several
countries and has the transfer pricing arrangements
reviewed by external consultants periodically.
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Consolidated Results
Consolidated Results
This part of the Management Discussion and Analysis refers to the consolidated financial statements of HCL (the
“Company” or the “Parent Company”) and its subsidiaries, referred to as the “Group.” The discussion should be read in
conjunction with the financial statements and related notes to the consolidated accounts of HCL for the year ended
31 March 2022, prepared in accordance with the Indian Accounting Standard (referred to as “Ind AS”), prescribed under
Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013, and read with the Companies (Indian Accounting Standard) rules as amended
from time to time.

Performance Trends
Revenue (ࡩ Crores)
Revenue has increased from ࡩ 50,569 crores in FY18 to
ࡩ 85,651 crores in FY22, with a compounded annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 14.1% over the last four years.
50,569

60,427

70,676

75,379

Profit Before Tax (ࡩ Crores)
Profit before tax has increased from ࡩ 11,024 crores
in FY18 to ࡩ 16,951 crores in FY22, with a CAGR of
11.4% over the last four years.

85,651

90,000

11,024

12,622

13,980
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Earnings per share (ࡩ)
Earnings per share has increased from ࡩ 31.12 in FY18
to ࡩ 49.77 in FY22, with a CAGR of 12.5% over the last four
years.
31.12

36.79

40.75

41.07

Market Capitalization (ࡩ Crores)
Market capitalization has increased from ࡩ 134,853 crores
in FY18 to ࡩ 315,803 crores in FY22, with a CAGR of 23.7%
over the last four years.
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* Market capitalization is based on market rate as on last date of the
respective financial year
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Consolidated Results continued

Financial Performance
Results of Operations (Consolidated):
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Particulars

Revenues from operations
Other income
Total income
Expenses:
Purchase of stock-in-trade
Changes in inventories of stock-in-trade
Employee benefit expense
Outsourcing costs
Finance costs
Depreciation, amortization
and impairment expense
Other expenses
Total expenses
Profit before share of loss
of associates and tax
Share of loss of an associate
Profit before tax
Tax expense:
Current tax
Deferred tax charge
Total tax expense
Profit after tax
Non-controlling interest
Profit for the year

80

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

% Increase

85,651
1,067
86,718

100.0%
1 .2%
101 .2%

75,379
927
76,306

100.0%
1.2%
101.2%

13.6%
15.1%
13.6%

1,473
(67)
46,130
12,515
319

1.7%
(0.1%)
53.9%
14.6%
0.4%

1,698
(3)
38,853
10,158
511

2.3%
(0.0%)
51.5%
13.5%
0.7%

(13.3%)
18.7%
23.2%
(37.6%)

4,326
5,070
69,766

5.1%
5.9%
81.5%

4,611
4,625
60,453

6.1%
6.1%
80.1%

(6.2%)
9.6%
15.4%

16,952
(1)
16,951

19.8%
(0.0%)
19.8%

15,853
–
15,853

20.9%
0.0%
21.0%

6.9%

3,442
(14)
3,428
13,523
(24)
13,499

4.0%
(0.0%)
4.0%
15.7%
(0.0%)
15.7%

3,719
965
4,684
11,169
(24)
11,145

4.9%
1.3%
6.2%
14.7%
(0.0%)
14.7%

6.9%

(26.8%)
21.1%
21.1%
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Income
Revenues from operations
Comprises revenue from the sale of services and the sale of hardware and software.
Revenue from operations in the year ended 31 March 2022 increased by 13.6% to ࡩ 85,651 crores from ࡩ 75,379 crores
in the year ended 31 March 2021. This increase is primarily due to business growth in the IT and Business Services (ITBS)
segment and Engineering and R&D Services (ERS) segment. The growth of our ITBS business was strong in a postpandemic world due to accelerated global enterprise demand for digital transformation programs, including zero-touch
client interactions and remote workforce management solutions such as digital workplace and cybersecurity. The growth
also resulted from ongoing technology programs such as hybrid cloud adoption, cost optimization initiatives, and tail
vendor consolidation programs.
Segment wise breakup of revenues
The following table sets forth the revenue generated from each of our business segments and their respective percentage
of our total revenue for the year:
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Segment

IT and Business Services
Engineering and R&D Services
Products & Platforms
Total Revenue

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

61,742
13,564
10,345
85,651

72.1%
15.8%
12.1%
100.0%

53,401
11,546
10,432
75,379

70.9%
15.3%
13.8%
100.0%

% Increase

15.6%
17.5%
(0.8%)
13.6%

Geography wise breakup of revenues
The Group also reviews its business on a geographic basis. The following table classifies total revenue by geographic areas:
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Geographical mix

America
Europe
India*
Rest of the world
Total Service Revenue

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

% Increase

48,205
22,972
3,104
11,370
85,651

56.3%
26.8%
3.6%
13.3%
100.0%

42,468
20,884
2,297
9,730
75,379

56.4%
27.7%
3.0%
12.9%
100.0%

13.5%
10.0%
35.1%
16.9%
13.6%

* Includes revenue billed to India based captive of global clients.

Other Income
The details of Other Income are as follows:
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
Other income

Interest income
Income on mutual fund
Profit on sale of debt securities
Exchange differences (net)
Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment
Others
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

% Increase

584
94
10
328
15
36
1,067

648
92
3
46
102
36
927

15.1%
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Consolidated Results continued

Other income increased by 15.1% to ࡩ 1,067 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 927 crores in the year ended
31 March 2021. This increase is primarily due to higher exchange gains of ࡩ 328 crores largely on account of favourable cash
flow hedge positions realized during the year, partially netted off by lower interest income primarily on account of lower
realized return on treasury investments. There was also a higher profit on sale of property, plant and equipment of ࡩ 102
crores in the previous year.
Expenses
Employee benefit expense
Employee benefit expense include salaries that have fixed and variable components, and contributions to retirement and
pension plans. It also includes expenses incurred on staff welfare.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Particulars

Salaries, wages and bonuses
Contribution to provident fund and other
employee benefit
Share-based payments to employees
Staff welfare expense
Total

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

% Increase

40,494

47.3%

34,090

45.2%

18.8%

5,382
81
173
46,130

6.3%
0.1%
0.2%
53.9%

4,574
–
189
38,853

6.1%
0.0%
0.3%
51.5%

17.7%
(8.5%)
18.7%

Employee benefit expense has increased by 18.7% to ࡩ 46,130 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 38,853 crores
in the year ended 31 March 2021. The increase is primarily due to an increase in the number of employees (208,877 as of
31 March 2022 compared with 168,977 as of 31 March 2021), and an increase in the average cost per employee due
to normal salary revisions, skill-based incentives, and other adjustments to manage higher attrition. In the previous year,
there was a one-time special bonus of ࡩ 728 crores paid to employees in recognition of the Group achieving the $10 billion
revenue mark.
Employee benefit expense as a percentage of revenue has increased from 51.5% in the previous year to 53.9% due to
an increase in the average cost per employee, and lower utilization of recent university and trade school graduates hired
during the year.
Outsourcing expense
Outsourcing expense includes outsourcing of several client-related activities such as hosting services, facilities
management, disaster recovery, maintenance, and break fix services, and hiring of third-party consultants from time
to time to supplement the in-house teams.
Outsourcing expense increased by 23.2% to ࡩ 12,515 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 10,158 crores in the year
ended 31 March 2021. This increase in the current year is primarily due to the higher number of third-party resources hired
as compared to the previous year due to increased market demand for digital services and an increase in outsourcing of
client-related activities.
Finance costs
Finance costs comprises interest on loans from banks, interest on loans from senior notes issued on the Singapore stock
exchange, interest on lease liabilities, interest on direct taxes, other interest, and fair value changes on liabilities carried at
fair value through profit and loss, and bank charges.
Finance costs decreased by 37.6% to ࡩ 319 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 511 crores in the year ended
31 March 2021. This decrease is primarily on account of several items in the previous year: higher fair value changes on
compound financial instruments carried at fair value through profit and loss of ࡩ 61 crores; one-time interest rate swap
cancellation cost of ࡩ 60 crores; and higher interest unwinding cost on deferred payments by ࡩ 45 crores.
Depreciation, amortization and impairment expenses
Depreciation, amortization and impairment expenses decreased by 6.2% to ࡩ 4,326 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022
from ࡩ 4,611 crores in the year ended 31 March 2021. This decrease is primarily due to the one-time impact of impairment
on Licensed IPRs of ࡩ 116 crores in the previous year; lower amortization on software by ࡩ 56 crores; and the decrease
in amortization of other acquired intangibles.
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Other expenses
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Particulars

Software license fee
Repairs and maintenance
Travel and conveyance
Legal and professional charges
Recruitment, training and development
Communication costs
Power and fuel
Expenditure toward corporate social
responsibility activities
Insurance
Rent
Others
Total

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

916
626
555
539
517
466
291

1.1%
0.7%
0.6%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
0.3%

1,071
644
362
597
211
457
275

1.4%
0.9%
0.5%
0.8%
0.3%
0.6%
0.4%

% Increase

(14.5%)
(2.8%)
53.3%
(9.7%)
145.0%
2.0%
5.8%

219
109
70
762
5,070

0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.9%
5.9%

197
105
83
623
4,625

0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.8%
6.1%

11.2%
3.8%
(15.7%)
22.3%
9.6%

Other expenses increased by 9.6% to ࡩ 5,070 crores in the year ended 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 4,625 crores in the year
ended 31 March 2021. The increase in costs is primarily due to an increase in recruitment, training and development
expenses by ࡩ 306 crores due to increased hiring driven by increased demand and higher attrition; and an increase
in travel and conveyance expenditure by ࡩ 193 crores post relaxation in COVID-19 travel restrictions.
Tax expenses
Tax expenses comprises current tax and deferred tax.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
Particulars

Profit before tax
Total tax expense
Effective tax rate

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

16,951
3,428
20.2%

15,853
4,684
29.5%

Tax expenses include current tax and deferred tax expense. The effective tax rate (ETR) for the previous year was higher
primarily due to: a one-time additional deferred tax expense in the previous year of ࡩ 1,222 crores, being the deferred tax
liabilities recognized by the Group on the difference between book basis and tax basis of goodwill consequent upon
enactment of new tax provision discontinuing the amortization of goodwill for tax purposes w.e.f. 1 April 2020; and
the reversal of certain prior period provisions in the current year for details refer to note no 3.25 to the consolidated
financial statement.
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Consolidated Results continued

Financial position
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

Assets
(a) Property, plant and equipment
(b) Capital work in progress
(c) Right-of-use assets
(d) Goodwill
(e) Other intangible assets
(f) Other non-current assets
(g) Current assets
Total assets

5,612
129
2,305
17,417
9,743
5,786
48,041
89,033

5,642
312
2,410
17,192
11,901
5,686
43,051
86,194

Equity
(a) Equity share capital
(b) Other equity
Total equity

543
61,463
62,006

543
59,539
60,082

Liabilities
(a) Non-current liabilities
(b) Current liabilities
Total equity & liabilities

8,252
18,775
89,033

8,729
17,383
86,194

Other equity comprises other equity attributable to shareholders of the Group and non-controlling interest.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment net of depreciation as of 31 March 2022 is ࡩ 5,612 crores (compared with ࡩ 5,642 crores as
of 31 March 2021). The decrease was primarily due to depreciation for the year of ࡩ 1,453 crores (computer and networking
equipment depreciation of ࡩ 1,003 crores and the balance of other assets) offset with the addition (net of disposal) during
the year of ࡩ 1,395 crores.
Right-of-use assets
Right-of-use assets net of depreciation as of 31 March 2022 is ࡩ 2,305 crores (compared with ࡩ 2,410 crores as of 31 March 2021).
Goodwill and intangible assets
Goodwill as of 31 March 2022 is ࡩ 17,417 crores (compared with ࡩ 17,192 crores as of 31 March 2021). The increase was
primarily due to currency translation. (For details refer to note no 3.2 to the consolidated financial statement).
Intangible assets as of 31 March 2022 are ࡩ 9,743 crores (compared with ࡩ 11,901 crores as of 31 March 2021). The decrease
was primarily due to amortization of ࡩ 2,199 crores during the year partly offset by the addition of client relationship of ࡩ 103
crores and other intangible assets of ࡩ 143 crores.
Treasury investments
The guiding principles of the Group’s treasury investments are safety, liquidity, and return. The Group has efficiently
managed its surplus funds through careful treasury operations.
The Group deploys its surplus funds in fixed deposits with banks, inter-corporate deposits, and investments in debt mutual
funds and debt securities, with a limit on investments with any individual bank/fund.
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Breakup of treasury investments is given below
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Debt mutual funds
Debt securities
Deposits with banks
Deposits with corporations and financial institutions
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

2,456
3,783
4,847
3,208
14,294

1,024
5,749
5,277
4,841
16,891

Current and other non-current assets excluding treasury investments
Other non-current assets comprises deferred tax assets (net), and non-current financial and other assets.
Current assets comprises inventories, current tax assets (net), and current financial and other current assets.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Other non-current assets
Current assets
Total
Less: Treasury investments
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

5,786
48,041
53,827
14,294
39,533

5,686
43,051
48,737
16,891
31,846

Current and other non-current assets, excluding treasury investments, increased by ࡩ 7,687 crores to ࡩ 39,533 crores as
of 31 March 2022 from ࡩ 31,846 crores as of 31 March 2021. The increase is primarily on account of an increase in cash and
cash equivalent by ࡩ 4,178 crores and trade receivables by ࡩ 3,108 crores.
Shareholders’ fund
The equity attributable to shareholders of the Group is ࡩ 61,914 crores as of 31 March 2022 (compared with ࡩ 59,913 crores
as of 31 March 2021). The increase is primarily due to profit during the year by ࡩ 13,523 crores, partially netted off by payment
of dividend by ࡩ 11,391 crores.
In November 2021, the Company instituted the Restricted Stock Unit Plan 2021 to provide equity-based incentives to all
eligible employees of the Company and its subsidiaries. The Plan is administered by the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee (NRC) of the Company through a controlled trust. A maximum of 11,100,000 restricted stock units (RSU) may
be granted under the Plan. Each RSU granted under the plan entitles the holder to one equity share of the Company
at an exercise price, which is approved by the NRC. On 20 December 2021, NRC granted 7,970,783 RSUs to the eligible
employees of the Company and its subsidiaries under the Plan. Subsequent to this grant, the controlled trust acquired
6,320,000 shares of ࡩ 804 crores from the secondary market for the purpose of implementation of the Plan.
Borrowings
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Long-term borrowings
From banks
From senior notes
Current maturities of long-term borrowings
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

164
3,759
62
3,985

207
3,621
79
3,907

Non-current and current liabilities
Non-current liabilities comprises non-current provisions, deferred tax liabilities (net), and non-current financial and
other liabilities.
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Consolidated Results continued

Current liabilities comprises current provisions, current tax liabilities (net), and current financial and other liabilities.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Less: Borrowings
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

8,252
18,775
3,985
23,042

8,729
17,383
3,907
22,205

Current and non-current liabilities, excluding borrowings, increased by ࡩ 837 crores to ࡩ 23,042 crores as of 31 March 2022
from ࡩ 22,205 crores as of 31 March 2021. The increase is primarily on account of an increase in trade payables by ࡩ 821 crores,
and an increase in contract liabilities by ࡩ 444 crores, partially netted off with payment of liability toward non-controlling
interest for purchase of a balance stake in Actian corporation for ࡩ 451 crores.
Cash Flows
A summary of the cash flow statement is given below:
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
Particulars

Net cash flows from operating activities (A)
Net cash flows from / (used in) investing activities (B)
Net cash flows used in financing activities (C)
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents (A)+(B)+(C)
Effect of exchange differences on cash and cash equivalents held in foreign currency
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

31-Mar-22

16,900
1,477
(14,508)
3,869
120
10,510

31-Mar-21

19,618
(5,730)
(11,192)
2,696
65
6,521

Net cash flows from operating activities
Net cash generated from operating activities was ࡩ 16,900 crores during the year ended 31 March 2022, consisting of profit
before tax of ࡩ 16,951 crores, adjusted for: non-cash and non-operating items which are primarily depreciation, amortization
and impairment expenses of ࡩ 4,326 crores, and interest income of ࡩ (583) crores; and cash used in net working capital
of ࡩ 549 crores, which was primarily driven by movement in trade receivables and cash used to pay taxes (net of refund),
which was ࡩ 3,443 crores.
Net cash generated from operating activities was ࡩ 19,618 crores during the year ended 31 March 2021, consisting of profit
before tax of ࡩ 15,853 crores, adjusted for: non-cash and non-operating items, which are primarily depreciation and
amortization of ࡩ 4,611 crores, and interest income of ࡩ (645) crores; and cash flow from net working capital of ࡩ 3,041
crores, which was primarily driven by movement in financial and other assets and liabilities, and cash used to pay taxes
(net of refund), which was ࡩ 3,445 crores.
Net cash flows from / (used in) investing activities
Net cash flow from investing activities was ࡩ 1,477 crores for the year ended 31 March 2022. This was primarily due to net
amount of maturity/redemption and placement of bank and corporate deposits of ࡩ 1,874 crores, net amount of maturity/
sale and purchase of investment in securities of ࡩ 641 crores, interest received of ࡩ 590 crores, partially offset with net
amount of purchase and sale of property, plant and equipment, and intangibles of ࡩ 1,555 crores.
Net cash used in investing activities was ࡩ 5,730 crores for the year ended 31 March 2021. This was primarily due to net
amount of placement and maturity/redemption of bank and corporate deposits of ࡩ 3,661 crores, payment for business
acquisitions of ࡩ 1,211 crores, and net amount of purchase and sale of property, plant and equipment, and intangibles of ࡩ
1,753 crores, partially offset by proceeds from sale and purchase of mutual funds and debt securities of ࡩ 317 crores (net).
Net cash flow used in financing activities
Net cash used in financing activities was ࡩ 14,508 crores for the year ended 31 March 2022, primarily comprising payment
of dividends of ࡩ 11,391 crores, payment of lease liabilities including interest of ࡩ 1,067 crores, acquisition of treasury shares
of ࡩ 804 crores, and acquisition of non-controlling interest in the Actian corporation for ࡩ 746 crores.
Net cash used in financing activities was ࡩ 11,192 crores for the year ended 31 March 2021, primarily comprising payment of
deferred and contingent consideration of ࡩ 6,518 crores, payment of dividends of ࡩ 3,256 crores as well as payment of
lease liabilities including interest of ࡩ 1,016 crores.
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Key financial ratios
Year ended
Ratio

Numerator

Denominator

Revenue from
Revenue from
operations less all operations
operating expenses
(refer to note 1
below)
Net profit ratio
Profit for the year Revenue from
operations
Return on net worth Profit after tax
Average total equity
ratio
Current ratio
Current assets
Current liabilities
Trade receivable
Revenue from
Average trade
turnover ratio
Operations
receivables
Inventory turnover Cost of goods sold Average inventories
ratio
(refer to note 2
below)
Interest coverage
Interest expenses Earnings before
ratio
interest and taxes
Debt equity ratio
Total debt (refer to Total equity
note 3 below)

Operating profit
ratio

Units

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

%

18.9

20.5

% variation

(8%)

%

15.8

14.8

7%

%

22.2

20.1

10%

Times
Times

2.6
4.2

2.5
4.0

4%
5%

Times

11.0

18.2

(40%)

Times

69.6

43.2

61%

Times

0.1

0.1

–

Notes:
1) All operating expenses means total expenses minus finance costs
2) Cost of goods sold includes purchase of stock in trade and change in inventories of stock in trade
3) Total debts include lease liabilities

In addition to return on net worth, variations have been explained for ratios with significant variations.
Return on net worth
Return on net worth at 22.2% in FY22 is higher as compared with 20.1% in FY21, primarily on account of higher profit earned
by the Group during the year.
Inventory turnover ratio
Inventory as a percentage to total assets of the Group is immaterial. Inventory turnover ratio has declined from 18.2 times
in FY21 to 11.0 times in FY22, mainly due to short-term increase in inventory at the year end.
Interest coverage ratio
Interest coverage ratio has increased from 43.2 times in FY21 to 69.6 times in FY22, primarily due to an increase in earnings
before interest and taxes, and a decrease in interest expenses by ࡩ 129 crores.
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Standalone results
Standalone results of HCL excludes the performance of its subsidiaries.
The discussion in the paragraphs that follow should be read in conjunction with the financial statements and related notes
to the standalone results of HCL Technologies Limited (herein referred to as “HCL” or the “Company”) for the year ended
31 March 2022, prepared in accordance with the Indian Accounting Standard (referred to as “Ind AS”), prescribed under
Section 133 of the Companies Act, 2013, read with the Companies (Indian Accounting Standard) rules as amended from
time to time.
Results of operations (Standalone)
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
31-Mar-22
Particulars

Revenues from operations
Other income
Total income
Expenses:
Purchase of stock-in-trade
Changes in inventories of stock-in-trade
Employee benefit expense
Outsourcing costs
Finance costs
Depreciation, amortization and impairment
expense
Other expenses
Total expenditure
Profit before tax
Tax expense:
Current tax
Deferred tax charge
Total tax expense
Profit after tax

88

31-Mar-21

Amount

% Revenue

Amount

% Revenue

40,638
880
41,518

100.0%
2.2%
102.2%

35,673
965
36,638

100.0%
2.7%
102.7%

% Growth

13.9%
(8.8%)
13.3%

155
(5)
15,872
7,277
109

0.4%
(0.0%)
39.1%
17.9%
0.3%

142
(3)
11,749
7,515
177

0.4%
(0.0%)
32.9%
21.1%
0.5%

9.2%
35.1%
(3.2%)
(38.4%)

2,615
2,227
28,250
13,268

6.4%
5.5%
69.5%
32.6%

2,813
1,835
24,228
12,410

7.9%
5.1%
67.9%
34.8%

(7.0%)
21.4%
16.6%
6.9%

2,464
(70)
2,394
10,874

6.1%
(0.2%)
5.9%
26.8%

2,480
1,187
3,667
8,743

7.0%
3.3%
10.2%
24.5%

(0.6%)
(34.7%)
24.4%
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Financial Position (Standalone)
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

Assets
(a) Property, plant and equipment
(b) Capital work in progress
(c) Right-of-use assets
(d) Goodwill
(e) Other intangible assets
(f) Other non-current assets
(g) Current assets
Total assets

3,894
79
875
6,550
8,205
6,933
26,887
53,423

3,608
245
894
6,549
9,854
6,497
27,714
55,361

Equity
(a) Equity share capital
(b) Other equity
Total equity

543
42,048
42,591

543
43,010
43,553

Liabilities
(a) Non-current liabilities
(b) Current liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

1,789
9,043
53,423

1,789
10,019
55,361

Current and other non-current assets excluding treasury investments
Other non-current assets comprises deferred tax assets (net), and non-current financial and other assets.
Current assets comprises inventories, current tax assets (net), and current financial and other current assets.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Other non-current assets
Current assets
Total
Less: Treasury investments
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

6,933
26,887
33,820
13,691
20,129

6,497
27,714
34,211
16,334
17,877

Current and other non-current assets, excluding treasury assets, increased by ࡩ 2,252 crores to ࡩ 20,129 crores as of
31 March 2022 from ࡩ 17,877 crores as of 31 March 2021; the increase is primarily on account of an increase in trade
receivables by ࡩ 1,438 crores, and an increase in unrealized gain on derivative financial instruments by ࡩ 268 crores.
Current and non-current liabilities
Non-current liabilities comprises non-current provisions, deferred tax liabilities (net), and non-current financial and
other liabilities.
Current liabilities comprises current provisions, current tax liabilities (net), and current financial and other liabilities.
(in ࡩ Crores)
Particulars

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Less: Borrowings
Total

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

1,789
9,043
226
10,606

1,789
10,019
225
11,583
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Standalone results continued

Current and non-current liabilities, excluding borrowings, decreased by ࡩ 977 crores to ࡩ 10,606 crores as of 31 March 2022
from ࡩ 11,583 crores as of 31 March 2021; the decrease is primarily on account of a decrease in trade payables by ࡩ 2,313 crores,
partially netted off with an increase in contract liabilities by ࡩ 831 crores and an increase in accrued salaries and benefits
by ࡩ 456 crores.
Cash flows (Standalone)
A summary of the cash flow statement is given below:
(in ࡩ Crores)
Year ended
Particulars

Net cash flows from operating activities (A)
Net cash flows from / (used in) investing activities (B)
Net cash flows used in financing activities (C)
Net increase in cash and cash equivalents (A)+(B)+(C)
Effect of exchange differences on cash and cash equivalents held in foreign currency
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

31-Mar-22

10,591
2,232
(12,775)
48
(17)
2,907

31-Mar-21

15,765
(4,548)
(9,649)
1,568
14
2,876

Net cash flow from operating activities
Net cash generated from operating activities was ࡩ 10,591 crores during the year ended 31 March 2022, consisting of profit
before tax of ࡩ 13,268 crores, adjusted for: non-cash and non-operating items, which are primarily depreciation and amortization
expenses of ࡩ 2,615 crores, interest income of ࡩ (492) crores, and cash used in net working capital of ࡩ 2,443 crores and
payment of tax of ࡩ 2,282 crores.
Net cash generated from operating activities was ࡩ 15,765 crores during the year ended 31 March 2021, consisting of profit
before tax of ࡩ 12,410 crores, adjusted for: non-cash and non-operating items, which are primarily depreciation and amortization
expenses of ࡩ 2,813 crores, interest income of ࡩ (551) crores, and cash flow from net working capital of ࡩ 3,530 crores,
which was primarily driven by movement in financial and other assets and liabilities, and cash used to pay taxes (net of
refund), which was ࡩ 2,350 crores.
Net cash flow used in investing activities
Net cash flows from investing activities was ࡩ 2,232 crores for the year ended 31 March 2022. This was primarily due to
proceeds from the sale/maturity of investments in securities of ࡩ 637 crores, maturity of deposits placed with body
corporates of ࡩ 1,633 crores, maturity of bank deposits of ࡩ 237 crores and interest received of ࡩ 504 crores, partially
netted off with net purchase of property, plant and equipment, and intangibles of ࡩ 747 crores.
Net cash used in investing activities was ࡩ 4,548 crores for the year ended 31 March 2021. This was primarily due to net amount of
placement and maturity/redemption of bank and corporate deposits of ࡩ 3,602 crores, investment in subsidiaries of ࡩ 887 crores,
net amount of purchase and sale of property, plant and equipment, and intangibles of ࡩ 685 crores and payment for
business acquisitions of ࡩ 367 crores, partially offset by interest received of ࡩ 585 crores and proceeds from net of
purchase and sale of mutual funds of ࡩ 408 crores.
Net cash flow used in financing activities
Net cash used in financing activities was ࡩ 12,775 crores for the year ended 31 March 2022, primarily comprising payment
of dividends of ࡩ 11,389 crores, acquisition of treasury shares of ࡩ 804 crores, payments for deferred consideration on
business acquisitions of ࡩ 371 crores and payment of lease liabilities including interest of ࡩ 207 crores.
Net cash used in financing activities was ࡩ 9,649 crores for the year ended 31 March 2021, primarily comprising payment
of deferred consideration of ࡩ 6,216 crores, payment of dividends of ࡩ 3,256 crores as well as payment of lease liabilities
including interest of ࡩ 217 crores.
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Key financial ratio (Standalone)
Year ended
Ratio

Numerator

Denominator

Revenue from
Revenue from
operations less all operations
operating expenses
(refer to note 1
below)
Net profit ratio
Profit for the year Revenue from
operations
Return on net worth Profit after tax
Average total equity
ratio
Current ratio
Current assets
Current liabilities
Trade receivable
Revenue from
Average trade
turnover ratio
Operations
receivables
Inventory turnover Cost of goods sold Average inventories
ratio
(refer to note 2
below)
Interest coverage
Interest expenses Earnings before
ratio
interest and taxes
Debt equity ratio
Total debt (refer to Total equity
note 3 below)

Operating profit
ratio

Units

31-Mar-22

31-Mar-21

% variation

%

30.8

32.6

(6%)

%

26.8

24.5

9%

%

25.2

21.6

17%

Times
Times

3.0
3.9

2.8
3.6

7%
8%

Times

7.3

8.4

(13%)

Times

129.8

71.9

81%

Times

0.0

0.0

–

Notes:
1) All operating expenses means total expenses minus finance costs
2) Cost of goods sold includes purchase of stock in trade and change in inventories of stock in trade
3) Total debts include lease liabilities

In addition to return on net worth, variations have been explained for ratios with significant variations.
Return on net worth
Return on net worth at 25.2% in FY22 is higher as compared with 21.6% in FY21, primarily on account of higher profit earned
by the Company during the year.
Interest coverage ratio
Interest coverage ratio has increased from 71.9 times in FY21 to 129.8 times in FY22, primarily due to an increase in earnings
before interest and taxes, and a decrease in interest expenses by ࡩ 72 crores.
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